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Abstract of the Dissertation 

Structural Reengineering for 

Static Concurrency Analysis 

by 

David Lawrence Levine 

Doctor of Philosophy in Information and Computer Science 

University of California, Irvine, 1993 

Professor Richard N. Taylor, Chair 

Analysis is essential for validation of reliable software systems. This is es

pecially important for concurrent (multitasking) systems because their nondeter

ministic behaviors compound the difficulties of other means of assurance, such as 

testing. Unfortunately, conventional concurrent program design methodologies .do 

not address analyzability, and the structural features that affect analyzability are 

not adequately identified. Therefore, many concurrent systems are not structured 

to be analyzable with conventional techniques and tools. Moreover, designers of

ten do not know to what extent their systems are analyzable without actually 

attempting full-scale analysis. 

Static concurrency analysis can guarantee freedom from anomalies such as 

deadlock, dangerous access to shared variables, and undesired temporal properties. 

xi 



For example, exhaustive enumerative techniques such as reachability analysis are 

powerful and conceptually appealing. These benefits offer strong incentives to, 

in particular, restructure any given system for analysis and to, in general, adapt 

development processes to address analyzability earlier in the lifecycle. However, 

these techniques suffer from state-space explosion and therefore have limited utility 

for analyzing complex real-world systems. 

This dissertation describes a practical approach for evaluating the analyz- · 

ability of the concurrency structure of existing software systems. A key feature of 

this metric-driven evaluation approach is that it identifies specifically the complex 

structural features of the system, and thereby provides guidance for restructuring 

the system to enhance its analyzability. Results of the successful application of this 

approach to several actual systems are reviewed. Beyond restructuring of-existing 

systems, the approach offers sufficient structural characterization to support the 

augmentation of concurrent program design methodologies. Thus, the analyzabil

ity of resulting designs and systems can be enhanced in a systematic, metric-driven 

manner. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

When you can measure what you are speaking about, and express it in 
numbers, you know something about it; but when you cannot measure it, 

when you cannot express it in numbers, your knowledge is of a meager and 
unsatisfactory kind; it may be the beginning of knowledge, but you have 

scarcely, in your thoughts, advanced to the stage of science. 
Lord Kelvin, Popular Lectures and Addresses 

Analysis of concurrent programs is notoriously problematic. In addition to 

the difficulties of sequential program analysis, nondeterminism and scheduler de-

pendencies mean that execution results depend on more than just program inputs: 

a concurrent program can follow one of many distinct possible execution paths 

for a given set of input data. Enumeration of all of these paths, as performed 

by reachability analysis, is not feasible for large-scale programs (or many small 

programs). Compositional analysis approaches offer relief from this state-space 

explosion problem, but only for certain program structures. 

If it can be completed with available resources, static analysis provides valu

able assurances of freedom from undesirable conditions such as deadlock and shared 

variable access anomalies, and eventual progress to specified states or events. Given 

a program that is too large to statically analyze with available technology, how can 

we attain these benefits? One approach is to reengineer the program such that it 

1 
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meets the original specification, yet has a task structure that is more amenable to 

analysis. A metric-driven reengineering process is proposed in which the program 

tasking structure is iteratively evaluated and restructured. 

This work employs an empirical methodology: a process for enhancing pro

gressively broader notions of analyzability through reengineering is developed and 

validated through analysis of case studies. Analyzability is initially defined in 

terms of the size of the concurrency state space. The metrics serve to indicate 

the expected size of this state space and therefore give a measure of analyzability. 

Furthermore, the metrics help identify program tasks that contribute most to the 

complexity of the program and therefore, in many cases, negatively impact ana

lyzability. A notable advantage of the metric-driven approach is that the metrics 

can be easily calculated: the time complexity of evaluating them is on the order 

of the number of tasking-related constructs. In contrast~ construction of a state

space model is exponential in the number of tasks. The metric-driven approach 

described here aims to rapidly and mechanically extract useful information from 

the implementation though it may trade off applicability, especially to pathological 

examples. 

Throughout this work, it is assumed that an analyst statically analyzes a 

program in order to assure freedom from synchronization related anomalies such 

as deadlock, event and/ or state sequences that violate assertions expressed in a 

temporal logic, and p·otentially dangerous access of shared resources. The restruc

turing is performed by the analyst on a model of the system primarily for the 

purpose of facilita~ing the analysis. This is similar to the modeling of protocol 

validation, in which unnecessary details are suppressed [1192, Hol92]. 
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1.1 Reengineering 

Current analysis technology, though ever improving, will for the foreseeable 

future limit the opportunity for achieving the goal of analyzing arbitrary programs. 

I scale this back to the goal of handling non-pathological programs that can be 

translated to a convenient internal representation. 

The proposed reengineering approach starts with an evaluation of the tasking 

structure of the program. Then, a structural redesign transforms the program to 

another that is more readily analyzed. A followup evaluation indicates whether 

the improvement in analyzability is sufficient; the restructuring/ evaluation steps 

are repeated as necessary. 

Reengineering Before discussing the approach itself, a brief discussion of why 

it is termed reengineering helps clarify the direction. Chikofsky and Cross classify 

terms describing reengineering and related activities based on whether the activity 

occurs within or between abstraction levels, which are stages of a life-cycle devel

opment model [CC90]. Reengineering is defined as "examination and alteration of 

a subject system to reconstitute it in a new form and the subsequent implemen

tation of the new form". It iwl11des, for the purpose at hand, reverse engineering 

and restructuring. 

Reverse Engineering Reverse engineering is the analysis of a system in order 

to identify its components and their interrelationships, and the creation of conve

nient representations of these. It spans the design and implementation abstraction 

levels. It should be noted that reverse engineering is usually necessary even with 
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the availability of the original design documentation; in addition to, for example, 

design recovery, reverse engineering is used to create suitable design representa

tions. 

Restructuring Restructuring is a transformation entirely within the design 

phase. The functionality and behavior specified by the requirements must be 

preserved. At this early stage of development of reengineering for analyzability, no 

attempt is made to automate the restructuring transformation; it is viewed as an 

instantiation of a design methodology, a creative process. To guide the designer, 

metric-based restructuring rules and guidelines will be developed. These should 

help the designer restrict the target design to one that is analyzable. This strategy 

may be viewed as an analogue to structured programming for sequential programs: 

there is a small set of well known building blocks, the members of which can be 

readily reasoned about. And, this small set is sufficient to construct any program 

structure. 

There are two relevant notions of structure: the external structure of task 

interactions and the internal structure of each task. External structure identifies 

groups of tasks that can be treated as separate analysis units, while internal struc

ture considers the effects of features known to hinder analysis. Analogous features 

from sequential programs are global variables and go to statements. Examples of 

tasking features that complicate analysis are dynamic task creation and destruc

tion. The external/internal distinction carries over to categorization of metrics. 

Internal metrics, such as lines of code and cyclomatic complexity, depend only on 

the structural features of a program unit. In contrast, external metrics, such as 

those based on information fl.ow, consider the connections of the program unit to 
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the rest of the program. This dissertation focuses on the metrics, with restructur-

ing rules and guidelines not considered in depth. 

Because the primary purpose of restructuring is for analysis, other effects of 

restructuring such as impacts on predicted run-time execution speed of a system 

that implements the model are ignored here. If the analyst is also the designer, and 

plans to restructure the implementation based on the restructuring of the model, 

then such factors would be of importance. They are not, in general, considered 

further in this work. 

The current approach relies on manual restructuring, though guidelines for 

developing a more analyzable program structure are provided. Restructuring is 

viewed here as a portion of design; in particular, it is structuring from a well

developed start point. Because design is creative activity, there is limited oppor

tunity for automation. This is in contrast to automated restructuring approaches 

that include semantics-preserving transformations, notably that of Griswold and 

Notkin [GN92]. Unfortunately, restructuring for analyzability, especially through 

reduction in concurrency state-space size, does not necessarily preserve semantics. 

The only constraint on restructuring enforced during restructuring-for-anal

ysis is that the program continue to meet its specification. Thus, the existence 

of a rigorous specification is assumed. Specification methods, including reverse 

engineering when the specification is missing or incomplete, are beyond the scope 

of this work. 

Program restructuring has been investigated for a variety of purposes. Two 

of these related to reengineering for concurrency analysis are restructuring of se

quential programs to execute concurrently, and restructuring during maintenance. 
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Lams developed CURARE, a restructurer that transforms sequential Lisp programs 

into concurrent programs for execution on shared-memory multiprocessors [Lar89]. 

(Larus notes that parallelization is a more descriptive though less appealing term 

than restructuring.) The primary focus is on parallelization of recursive operations, 

which are treated as loops. CURARE operates automatically, though declarations 

may be added to the source code to reduce the conservative extent of static anal

ysis. 

The criterion for judging success of the reengineering is whether the estimated 

size of the program concurrency graph will be smaller than the largest that is 

known to be manageable with the target analysis tools. The concurrency graph is 

a reachability graph in which each node represents a unique concurrency state. A 

concurrency state is a tuple of the states, with regard to synchronization 'activity, 

of each of the program tasks. Each edge in the concurrency graph represents a 

single synchronization-related action. 

Program Understandability Understandability is mentioned in several places 

in this dissertation. Structural features that affect analyzability often affect pro

gram understanding. Conctirr(·nt programs are difficult to understand, possibly 

for the same reasons that they :1re difficult to analyze. In particular, results of a 

concurrent program execution d<'pend on more than just program inputs: nonde

terminism must be considered, such as through relative task execution speeds and 

run-time scheduler design. The concurrency state space is typically quite large, 

e.g., hundreds of thousands of states for a program with just a handful of tasks. 

The complexity metrics should provide insight into understandability by quanti

fying it: the complexity scores can be compared to those of program paradigm 
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structures that are well understood and known to be analyzable, based on the size 

of the concurrency state space. 

1.2 Static Concurrency Analysis 

The key concept of static concurrency analysis is the concurrency state (much 

of this section follows [TLK92] and [YTL +g2]). The notion has appeared many 

places, including static analysis of concurrent programs [Apt83, Tay83J and dy

namic monitoring for errors in concurrent programming [GHL82]. Perhaps its 

most well-known manifestation is in reachability analysis of Petri nets [Pet77J. 

The concurrency state notion is drawn from [Tay83J. 

The static concurrency analysis technique can be defined with respect to a 

graph model of programs. In particular, each program unit, e.g., Ada1 function, 

procedure, task, package, or generic, defines a fiowgraph: each statement in the 

unit is represented by a node in the graph; each transfer of control is represented 

by a directed edge. A path through the graph represents a sequence of statements. 

Not all paths through the graph correspond to executable sequences of statements, 

of course. Determination of the executable paths requires examination of the 

program logic, including evaluation of data values that affect control flow, such 

as branch conditions. This determination is in the realm of symbolic execution or 

formal verification. The crucial result, though, is that static concurrency analysis 

is inaccurate: some concurrency states will be considered reachable, but in fact 

they are not. The inaccuracy is conservative, in that no anomalous states or 

1The ideas presented here are not specific to Ada programs, in general, though Ada terminol
ogy is used for convenience. 
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state sequences will be eliminated or otherwise missed during exhaustive analysis. 

However, spurious error reports may be generated based on infeasible conditions 

and/ or data values. 

Informally, each concurrency state displays the next synchronization-related 

activity to occur in each of a system's tasks. A legal sequence of states presents a 

history of synchronization activities for a class of program executions. A successor 

relationship exists between concurrency states. Let C be a concurrency state for 

program S. Informally, the successors of concurrency state C, denoted succ( C), 

are all concurrency states that may follow occurrence of C in some execution. Let 

C' be a member of succ( C). If state C arises during execution of program S, then, 

with respect to synchronization activities, it is possible for S to directly progress to 

state C'. At least one task in the system must advance to a successor node; no task 

may advance further than that. Advancement to C' may involve the activation or 

termination of a task. 

A concurrency history is a sequence of concurrency states, where each ele

ment Ck of the sequence is a member of succ( Ck-i), for all k > 1. A concurrency 

history begins with the initial state of a system S, namely ( elaborate-declara

tions-of-main-program, "inactive", ... , "inactive"). A concurrency history is thus a 

sequence of snapshots of the execution of S, starting with system invocation. A 

proper concurrency history is a finite concurrency history of which all elements are 

unique, save possibly the final element of the sequence. That is, "loops" in the con

currency history are prohibited. The complete concurrency history of a program 

S is the set of all proper concurrency histories of S. The complete concurrency 

history can be represented as a graph with each node representing a unique con

currency state and each edge representing a transition from one concurrency state 
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to the other; it is therefore also referred to as the concurrency state graph or just 

concurrency graph. Once the concurrency state graph has been constructed, a 

concurrency history is a sequence of concurrency states lying on some path within 

the concurrency state graph structure. 

To illustrate these ideas, they will be applied to the dining philosophers exam

ple. This simple example concisely demonstrates synchronization and the potential 

rapid growth of a concurrency state space. The Ada program in Figure 1.1 is writ

ten for five philosophers; it is extracted from [TLK92]. Each uses the generic value 

parameter, which is defined upon instantiation, to identify itself. Each philosopher 

task picks up first its left and then its right fork, delays while eating, then puts 

down its forks in sequence and delays again. Each fork can be in either one of two 

states: down or up, and is placed between two philosophers who compete to raise 

it. Deadlock occurs when every philosopher holds the left fork but blocks on the 

entry call to pick up the right fork. 

This program would generate eleven flowgraphs - one for each of the five fork 

tasks and five philosophers, and one for the main program. For the sake of sim plic

ity, the remainder of the discussion is for the two philosopher example. Figure 1.2 

depicts the generic fork and philosopher flowgraphs. The main (program) task 

does not perform any rendezvous, and is therefore not shown in the figure. 

The concurrency states are mechanically generated, Table 1.1 (TLK92]. Iden

tification of the possible next concurrency states establishes the relationship be

tween concurrency states that allows construction of a concurrency graph. The 

rendezvous representation is optimized so that a transition between successive 

concurrency states corresponds directly to a philosopher-fork synchronization. As 



procedure DINING_PHILOSOPHERS is 

NUMBER_OF _SEATS : constant := 5: 
type SEAT_ASSIGNMENT is range 1 .. NUMBER_OF_SEATS; 

task type FORK is 
entry UP; 
entry DOWN; 

end FORK; 

FORKS : array (SEAT_ASSIGNMENT) of FORK; -- activate all fork tasks 

task body FORK is 
begin 

loop 
accept UP; 
accept DOWN; 

end loop; 
end FORK; 

generic 
N : in SEAT_ASSIGNMENT; 

package PHILOSOPHER is 
end PHILOSOPHER; 

package body PHILOSOPHER is 
EAT, THINK : constant := 10.0; 

task P; 
task body Pis 
begin 

loop 
FORKS(N).UP; 
FORKS(N mod NUMBER_OF_SEATS 
delay EAT; 
FORKS(N).DOWN; 
FORKS(N mod NUMBER_OF_SEATS 
delay THINK; 

end loop; 
end P; 

end PHILOSOPHER; 

- - used to identify philosopher tasks 

-- seconds 

- - acquire left fork ... 
+ 1).UP; - - and right fork 

- - put down left fork .. ~ 
+ l).DOWN; -- and right fork 

package Aquinas is new PHILOSOPHER(l); -- activate philosopher tasks 
package Bonhoeffer is new PHILOSOPHER(2); 
package Kierkegaard is new PHILOSOPHER(3); 
package Schaeffer is new PHILOSOPHER( 4); 
package Tilich is new PHILOSOPHER(5); 

begin 

10 

10 

20 

30 

40 

null; 50 

end DINING_PHILOSOPHERS; 

Figure 1.1: Dining Philosophers Example, [TLK92] @1992 IEEE 
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fork l philosopher 

l Fork(left). Up 

accept Up; 

accept Down; 

l Fork(right).Up 

accept Up; 

l Fork(left).Down 

Fork( rig ht). Down 

Fork(left).Up 

Figure 1.2: Dining Philosopher and Fork Flowgraphs 

Table 1.1: Two Dining Philosopher Concurrency States, optimized repre
sentation, as discussed in text, [TLK92] @1992 IEEE 

Concurrency Next ~ 
State No. Fork{1) Fork{2) Philos{1) Philos{2) States 

1 accept Up accept Up Fork(l).Up Fork(2).Up 2,8 
2 accept Down accept Up Fork(2).Up Fork(2).Up 3,7 
3 accept Down accept Down Fork( 1) .Down Fork(2).Up 4 
4 accept Up accept Down Fork(2).Down Fork(2).Up 5 
5 accept Up accept Up Fork(l).Up Fork(2).Up 6,13 
6 accept Down accept Up Fork(2).Up Fork(2).Up 3,7 
7 accept Down accept Down Fork(2).Up Fork(l).Up 
8 accept Up accept Down Fork(l).Up Fork(l).Up 7,9 
9 accept Down accept Down Fork(l).Up Fork(2).Down 10 
10 accept Down accept Up Fork(l).Up Fork(l).Down 11 
11 accept Up accept Up Fork(l).Up Fork(2).Up 12,17 
12 accept Up accept Down Fork(l).Up Fork(l).Up 7,9 
13 accept Up accept Down Fork(l).Up Fork(l).Up 7,14 
14 accept Down accept Down Fork(l).Up Fork(2).Down 15 
15 accept Down accept Up Fork(l).Up Fork(l).Down 16 
16 accept Up accept Up Fork(l).Up Fork(2).Up 13,17 
17 accept Down accept Up Fork(2).Up Fork(2).Up 7,18 
18 accept Down accept Down Fork(l).Down Fork(2).Up 19 
19 accept Up accept Down Fork(2).Down Fork(2).Up 16 
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Figure 1.3: Two Dining Philosophers Concurrency Graph, [TLK92] @1992 
IEEE 

discussed below, in general the beginning and end of a rendezvous must be mod-

elled separately. 

Representing each concurrency state as a node in a graph and drawing arcs 

from a concurrency state to each of its possible next concurrency states results in 

the concurrency graph, Figure 1.3 [TLK92]. 

For the concurrency graph of this program, an example of a concurrency 

history is (1,2,3,4,5,6,3,4,5,6,3,4,5,6, ... ), where the node numbers correspond to 
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fork l philosopher 

l Fork(left). Up 

accept Up; 

accept Down; 

l Fork(right).Up 

accept Up; 

l Fork(lefl).Down 

Fork( right). Down 

Fork(left).Up 

Figure 1.2: Dining Philosopher and Fork Flowgraphs 

Table 1.1: Two Dining Philosopher Concurrency States, optimized repre
sentation, as discussed in text, [TLK92] @1992 IEEE 

Concurrency II 
State No. Fork(1} Fork(2} Philos(1} Philos(2} 

[ Next 
States 

1 accept Up accept Up Fork(l).Up Fork(2).Up 2,8 
2 accept Down accept Up Fork(2).Up Fork(2).Up 3,7 
3 accept Down accept Down Fork(l).Down Fork(2).Up 4 
4 accept Up accept Down Fork(2).Down Fork(2).Up 5 
5 accept Up accept Up Fork(l).Up Fork(2).Up 6,13 
6 accept Down accept Up Fork(2).Up Fork(2).Up 3,7 
7 accept Down accept Down Fork(2).Up Fork(l).Up 
8 accept Up accept Down Fork(l).Up Fork(l).Up 7,9 
9 accept Down accept Down Fork(l).Up Fork(2).Down 10 

10 accept Down accept Up Fork(l).Up Fork(l).Down 11 
11 accept Up accept Up Fork(l).Up Fork(2).Up 12,17 
12 accept Up accept Down Fork(l).Up Fork(l).Up 7,9 
13 accept Up accept Down Fork(l).Up Fork(l).Up 7,14 
14 accept Down accept Down Fork(l).Up Fork(2).Down 15 
15 accept Down accept Up Fork(l).Up Fork(l).Down 16 
16 accept Up accept Up Fork(l).Up Fork(2).Up 13,17 
17 accept Down accept Up Fork(2).Up Fork(2).Up 7,18 
18 accept Down accept Down Fork(l).Down Fork(2).Up 19 
19 accept Up accept Down Fork(2).Down Fork(2).Up 16 
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Figure 1.3: Two Dining Philosophers Concurrency Graph, [TLK92) @1992 
IEEE 

discussed below, in general the beginning and end of a rendezvous must be mod-

elled separately. 

Representing each concurrency state as a node in a graph and drawing arcs 

from a concurrency state to each of its possible next concurrency states results in 

the concurrency graph, Figure 1.3 [TLK92). 

For the concurrency graph of this program, an example of a concurrency 

history is (1,2,3,4,5,6,3,4,5,6,3,4,5,6, ... ), where the node numbers correspond to 
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Table 1.2: Dining Philosopher Concurrency Graph Sizes 

Philos- Unoptimized Optimized Modified TIC Model 
ophers/ 
(Tasks) States Edges States Edges States Edges 

2 (4) 40 56 19 28 8 10 
3 (6) 268 576 84 186 26 51 
4 (8) 1,792 5,168 375 1,112 80 212 

5 (10) 11,744 42,440 1,653 6,130 242 805 
6 (12) 76,720 332,928 7,282 32,412 728 2,910 
7 (14) 32,063 166,502 2,186 10,199 
8 (16) 141,167 837,808 6,560 34,984 
9 (18) 19,682 118,089 

10 (20) 59,048 393,650 

those of Figure 1.3. A proper concurrency history (1,2,3,4,5,6,7). The complete 

concurrency history is the set of all finite paths, starting at State 1 and with all 

visited nodes unique with the possible exception of the last, through the graph 

represented by the figure. 

To illustrate the exponential growth of the concurrency state space, its size 

as a function of the number of tasks (philosophers and forks) for the dining philoso-

phers example is shown in Table 1.2. For the unoptimized cases each communica-

tion (fork up, or fork down) is represented by two distinct interactions (beginning 

and end of Ada rendezvous). I ~ecause no data is passed between tasks, these are 

equivalent to simple synchro1111:1tions and can be represented by a single interac-

tion, as done in the optimiud (·ases. In this example, it is clear that the order 

in which tasks are initiated is irrelevant; the optimized version does not explicitly 

model the initiation step of each task. 

Much of the system analysis carried out in this research is based on the task 

interaction graph (TIG) model of the system, originally developed by Long and 
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Clarke [LC89]. TIGs fold all non-tasking related activity, i.e., sequential code 

regions, into nodes of a graph. TIG edges represent tasking-related actions, e.g., 

synchronization, task creation or termination, and shared variable access. The 

concurrency graph that can be constructed from the program TIGs is called a task 

interaction concurrency graph (TICG). 

The original TIG model requires that all edges entering a TIG node corre

spond to single region of source code; thus the entrance to a loop is often repre

sented twice, distinguishing the first iteration from subsequent iterations. While 

this restriction makes some bookkeeping chores simpler, it results in significantly 

larger TIGs and therefore concurrency graphs. The modified TIG model column 

of Figure 1.2 shows the effect of relaxing this restriction, thereby producing more 

compact TIGs. 

1.3 Research Methodology 

While it would be most desirable to design programs with analyzability as 

a design goal, this is typically not pursued because of the lack of support by 

popular design methodologies. The long-term goal of this research is to augment 

these methodologies with methods for enhancing analyzability. It is based on 

the experiences with static analysis of various programs that has provided insight 

of value for analysis of other, general programs. An intermediate step towards 

the long-term goal is to enhance the analyzability of existing programs through 

application of a well-defined reengineering process. 
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Another approach to addressing static concurrency analysis earlier in the 

software development cycle is that of constrained expressions. Avrunin, et al., 

propose augmenting conventional concurrent program design processes with static 

analysis by incorporating the following stages [ADWR86]: 

• design formulation 

• constrained expression generation 

• analysis 

Design formulation proceeds with tools and notations familiar to the designer. The 

constrained expressions are generated mechanically. Static analysis results confirm 

intended system behavior or reveal areas that require modification or further devel

opment. The weakness with this approach is the lack of a mechanism for assessing 

the analyzability of the design; as with other static concurrency analysis methods, 

no test exists for analyzability other than attempting to analyze a model of the 

program. Though this design process minimizes designer effort on the first design 

formulation, the tradeoff is that analysis provides minimal useful feedback if the 

program is too large to be analyzed, and no guidance for restructuring to enable 

analysis. 

Software engineering research methodologies fall into four categories: the 

scientific method, the engineering method, the empirical method, and the analyt

ical method (summarized in [Adr93]). An adaptation of the empirical method is 

followed in this work. The high-level steps are: 

• propose a model 

• develop methods for constructing usable artifacts 

• apply methods to case studies 
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• measure and analyze 

• validate the model based on analysis results 

• repeat in order to refine model and methods 

The research plan starts with definition of analyzability and expression of 

a mechanism for relating program structure to analyzability. The bulk of the 

research involves demonstrating the validity of this mechanism and its applica

tion to enhancing the analyzability of candidate programs. In concrete terms, the 

mechanism for relating structure to analyzability is structural complexity met

rics. Hypotheses are advanced regarding their application to characterizing and 

enhancing analyzability. An attempt is made to validate the hypotheses by way of 

experiment on a series of successively more complex, real-world example programs. 

A narrow definition of analyzability reflects the empirical origins of this re

search and helps focus the direction, at least for the near term: analyzability is 

defined as the size of the concurrency state space of a program. Two other facets of 

analyzability that I plan to explore, though not in this dissertation, are the number 

of spurious error reports generated during analysis and a measure of the composi

tionality of analysis results on separate system components. Spurious error reports 

occur due to data folding; one ~t raightforward technique for ameliorating this is to 

unroll variables that affect tlw ...,_rnchronization-related control flow and that can 

assume only a limited range of ':d ues2
. Compositional analysis approaches based 

on process algebra may be used to control state explosion [YY91], though applica

bility is limited to hierarchically structured systems. A long term subgoal of this 

research is to show how such structures can be characterized, and how ( re-)design 

can target them. 

2This can reduce the concurrency graph size as well. 
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The key to the reengineering process is a metric set that characterizes pro

gram task interaction complexity and provides guidance for restructuring. Two of 

the key insights will be expressed as hypotheses, and through this research I will 

attempt their validation. 

The hypotheses are: 

Hypothesis 1. Metric set scores can predict analyzability. 

Hypothesis 2. Metric set scores can identify the structural design fea
tures to modify in order to improve analyzability. 

These hypotheses are weak: their validity can be demonstrated by success

ful application to a single program. However, they will be applied to several 

non-trivial, real-world programs in order to illustrate their utility. The hypothe

ses are designed to serve as a starting point for metric-driven analysis-through-

reengineering approaches. 

The validation will be theoretical as well as empirical. The theoretical compo-

nent utilizes existing metric evaluation criteria, such as those of Weyuker, for eval-

uating syntactic software complexity measures [Wey88). The empirical component 

relies on experiments consisting of instantiation of the reengineering-for-analysis 

process and application to several examples. 

1.4 Overview 

This dissertation contains an overview of the approach to reengineering for 

analysis, with a primary focus on the metrics used to evaluate the program and 
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Several of the metrics are based on analysis of the TIG model of the program, 

described in Section 1.2. A prototype tool has been constructed that calculates 

the values of each of the metrics from the TIG task representations. The TIGs are 

generated mechanically from program source code, thus the metric calculations are 

completely automated. Sample output from the tool appears in Chapter 4. 

2.2 Concurrent Program Structural Metrics 

The metric set used in reengineering for analysis is initialized with concur-

rent program complexity metrics analogous to those categorized for sequential 

programs. This initial metric set includes four groups of metrics: one for esti

mating concurrency graph size, the second for quantifying nondeterminism, the 

third based on information flow, and the last based on graph theoretic cyclomatic 

complexity. 

2.2.1 Estimated Concurrency Graph Size 

The foremost obstacle to static concurrency analysis is state-space explosion. 

The metric set contains one metric that roughly estimates the state-space size for 

a given program by capturing the exponential character of its growth. Its purpose 

is primarily to evaluate the analyzability of a program. 

Wampler found that for the dining philosophers program, the number of 
T 

concurrency graph states is approximately equal to ( ~) 2 where N == total number 

of state nodes in all tasks, T == total number of tasks in the system, and therefore 
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Table 2.1: Nodes per Source Statement 

II Statement Class II Node Count II 

task activation 1 
task termination 1 
entry call with accept body 3 
entry call without accept body 2 
accept with body 3 
accept without body 2 
n-way select n * pathlength 
delay 1 
abort 1 

~ is the average number of state nodes per task [Wam85]. This metric is denoted 

W in the remainder of this dissertation. 

Concurrency graph size can be estimated using the following approach, first 

published in [TLK92]. The counts of state nodes for each task in the program are 

calculated from the program flowgraph or estimated based on tasking features in 

the program source code, Table 2.1. Each feature listed in Table 2.1 contributes 

to the state node count as indicated. The count for a select statement is the sum 

of the node counts in all of its branches. If the node count in each branch is the 

same, that is just the product of the branch count and the number of branches. 

These counts are inputs to Wampler's empirical formula for estimating con-

currency graph size. Note that the state node count is roughly the same as the 

number of TIG nodes, the difference being that TIG nodes are duplicated for loops 

because a node can have at most a single unique entrance edge. While this process 

is predominantly mechanical, dynamic task creation clouds the estimate. If tasks 

are dynamically created during execution, it may not be possible to determine 

the number of tasks created prior to execution, which is why some static analysis 
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techniques avoid dynamic tasks entirely. Similarly, task arrays should be handled 

carefully. 

2.2.2 Nondeterminism Metrics 

Shatz proposed a metric for the total complexity of a distributed program as 

a function of the local complexity of each task and the communication complexity, 

CC, due to task interactions [Sha88J. A suggested measure for CC was the count 

of communication statements. Later work by Damerla and Shatz refined the role 

of nondeterminism on CC. They offered empirical evidence that potential non-

determinism adversely affects understandability, with real nondeterminism further 

affecting it. They developed two metrics to quantify the nondeterminism associ

ated with Ada accept statements (entry queue order) and with select statements 

[DS92]. The former are summed over the e task entries in all program tasks that 

do not appear as an alternative of a select statement: 

e 

a = 2::: (Calls i - 1) 
i=l 

where Callsi is the number of calls on entry i, and 

e Ti 

a'= l:(JJ Xij · (2Ti - (Yi+ 1))) 
i=l j=l 

where Yi is the number of tasks with calls on entry i and 
Xij is the number of entry calls in task j on entry i, 

while the latter are summed over the s select statements in all program tasks: 

8 

f3 = I:( Callsi - 1) 
i=l 
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where Callsi is the number of calls on all entries in select statement i, and 

.9 T; 

f]' == I)Il Y.ij . (2Ti - (Ti+ 1))) 
i=l j=l 

where Ti is the number of tasks with calls on select statement i and 
Yii is the number of entry calls in task j on entry alternatives in select 
statement i. 

There are two groups of metrics for each, denoted without and with primes. 

The first (unprimed) depends solely on the total number of callers for each entry, 

or each entry in the select statement. The second (primed) incorporates the 

clustering and spreading of entry calls among program tasks in an attempt to 

account for the difference between potential and real nondeterminism. A trivial 

example of the difference is that if two entry calls are clustered in one task, there is 

no real nondeterminism due to their relative orderings. But if the calls are spread 

across two different tasks, then there could be. Finally, the sums of corresponding 

metrics above are defined: 

1==a+f] 

and 

1' ==a'+ f]'. 

A short case study to <k111011strate the metric evaluation and adjustment 

process was performed using t lw simple program in Figure 2.1. The three C tasks 

each call one of the entries in the S task. This example exhibits the two kinds 

of nondeterminism captured by a (entry queue ordering) and f] (choice of select 

statement alternatives). The a, f], and / values for this program are, respectively, 

0, 2, and 2. A perturbation is introduced by replacing the entry call in task C3 

to S.E2 with a call to entry S.El. The potential nondeterminism associated with 
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procedure NondeterminismExample is 

task S is 
entry El; 
entry E2; 

end S; 

task Cl; 
task C2; 
task C3; 

task body S is 
begin 

loop select 
accept El; 

or 
accept E2; 

end select; end loop; 
end S; 

task body Cl is 
begin 

S.El; 
end Cl; 

task body C2 is 
begin 

S.El; 
end C2; 

task body C3 is 
begin 

S.E2; 
end C3; 

begin 
null; 

end N ondeterminismExample; 

10 

20 

30 

- - replace with S.E1 to increase load on that entry queue 

Figure 2.1: Program with Two Kinds of Nondeterminism: baseline has 
both accept and select statement nondeterminism, while perturbed version has 
increased accept statement nondeterminism 

the accept El statement increases because of the additional caller; however, the 

a, f3, and therefore I values remain unchanged. A deficiency with the a and a' 
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metrics is apparent: they do not include entries that appear in select statements. 

Therefore, the nondeterminism of entry queue ordering for these entries is not 

reflected in the metrics. 

Table 2.2: /3 and /3' Do Not Consider Caller Clustering 

Cnd components c~d components 
program version a /3 I a /3 Cnd a' /3' 1' a' /3' c~d 
spread 0 3 3 0 3 3 0 11 11 0 11 11 
clustered 0 3 3 3 0 3 0 11 11 11 0 11 

A shortcoming of the /3 and /3' metrics is that they reflect that total number 

of callers on the entries in each select statement, regardless of their distribution 

across those entries. For example, as shown in Figure 2.2 and Table 2.2, if there 

are n calls on the entries of the only select statement in a program and the calls 

are spread across n tasks, J3 for that program is n - 1 and /3' is 2n - ( n + 1). These 

hold even if all of the calls are on a single entry in the select statement, i.e., there 

are no calls on any of the other entries in the select. For this extreme case, f3 

and /3' do not reflect the (lack of any) real nondeterminism associated with choice 

among the select statement alternatives. 

To account for both of these factors, I modify the formulas for total nondeter-

minism to include all entries when calculating accept statement nondeterminism, 

and to count the number of select statement alternatives that have one or more 

callers: 
e+s s 

Cnd == L(Callsi - 1) + L(Calledi - 1) 
i=l i=l 

where C allsi is the number of calls on entry i and 
C alledi is the number of select statement alternatives with one or more 
callers, and 
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procedure PrimeSpread is procedure PrimeClustered is 

task P2; task P2; 
task P3; task P3; 
task P4; task P4; 
task Tis task Tis 

entry El; entry El; 
entry E2; entry E2; 
entry E3; end T; 
entry E4; 10 10 

end T; task body P2 is 
begin 

task body P2 is T.El; 
begin end P2; 

T.E2; 
end P2; task body P3 is 

begin 
task body P3 is T.El; 
begin end P3; 

T.E3; 20 20 

end P3; task body P 4 is 
begin 

task body P4 is T.El; 
begin end P4; 

T.E4; 
end P4; task body Tis 

begin 
task body T is select 
begin accept El; 

select 30 or 30 

accept El; accept E2; 
or end select; 

accept E2; end T; 
or 

accept E3; begin 
or T.El; 

accept E4; end PrimeClustered; 
end select; 

end T; 
40 

begin 
T.El; 

end PrimeSpread; 

Figure 2.2: /3 and /3' Do Not Consider Caller Clustering 
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e+s T; 

c~d = L::(JI xi1 . (2T; - (Ti+ 1))) + 
i=l j=l 

s R; 

I)II Zij . (2R; - (Ri + 1))) 
i=l j=l 

where Ti is the number of tasks with calls on entry or select statement i, 
Xij is the number of entry calls in task j on entry i, 
Ri is the smaller of Ti and the number of alternatives of select statement i 
with one or more callers, and 
Zij is the number of entry calls in task j on entry alternatives in select state
ment i, if Ri is Ti, otherwise the number of alternatives in select statement 
i with one or more calls in task j. 

The Cnd and C~d metrics fortuitously eliminate two ambiguities associated 

with the original Damerla and Shatz metrics. First, if a task entry appears multiple 

times within a task, both as a select statement alternative and standalone, it is 

not clear whether or not the entry should be including in the calculation of a 

and a'. This ambiguity does not arise with the Cnd family because they reflect the 

nondeterminism to due entry queue ordering of all task entries. (To clarify another 

possible obscurity, multiple occurrences of an entry are counted separately, so the 

effect of entry queue ordering on each is reflected in C nd and C~d.) 

The second ambiguity arises for a task entry that only appears deep i~ a 

branch of a select statement, though not as an alternative of the select. It 

is not clear whether this entry is included in the calculation of a and a', or /] 

and {3'. It should not contribute to the /] metrics, because it does not contribute 

to nondeterminism due to choice among select statement alternatives. However, 

if it is included in the a metrics calculations, then there appears to be inconsis-

tency with whether or not entries in select statement branches are included. Cnd 

and C~d avoid this ambiguity by including all task entries in the calculation of 

nondeterminism due to entry queue ordering. 
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Cnd characterizes the nondeterminism in a program due to the presence of 

task entry queues and select statements in Ada programs. C~d incorporates the 

degree of clustering of callers within tasks to eliminate the effects of some potential 

nondeterminism that can not be realized. C.nd and C~d reflect the increase in 

potential nondeterminism with the perturbation of the example in Figure 2.1, as 

shown in Table 2.3. C.nd and C~d are primarily used to guide restructuring by 

identifying tasks with complex nondeterminism patterns. 

Table 2.3: C~d Reflects accept Statement Nondeterminism 

Cnd components c~d components 
program version a /3 I a /3 Cnd a' /3' 1' a7 /3T c.~d 
baseline 0 2 2 1 1 2 0 4 4 1 2 3 
perturbed 0 2 2 2 0 2 0 4 4 4 0 4 

2.2.3 Information Flow Metric 

The information flow model has been successfully used as a basis for metrics 

for describing the structure of distributed programs [Rom87]. These metrics were 

used to explain or predict the qualities shown in Table 2.4. Maintainability was the 

Table 2.4: Correlation of Complexity Metrics to Maintenance-Related 
Qualities: Spearman Correlation Coefficients, all significant at the 0.001 level or 
better (extracted from [Rom87]) 

external internal combined 
quality (information flow) 

Maintainability 0.75 0.7 0.85 
Comprehensibility 0.8 0.66 0.74 
Locality 0.8 0.78 0.83 
Modifiability 0.62 0.8 0.81 
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average effort, in staff-hours, required per maintenance assignment. Comprehen

sibility was the average effort required to isolate the program units affected by a 

modification. Locality was based on the average number of program units that were 

modified in each maintenance assignment and the average maximum portion of a 

maintenance assignment restricted to one program unit. Modifiability was based 

on the average effort required for a correction, after isolation, per maintenance 

assignment and per program unit. 

The external metrics were based on the information flow model. The inter-

nal metrics were program length or structure, except for locality, for which the 

internal metric was the intensity of unit embedding as measured by the number 

of send/receive operations and procedure calls. The external metrics were better 

predictors or explainers of maintainability, comprehensibility, and locality. The 

internal metrics were noticeably better for modifiability; though not of interest for 

analyzability, it is important for restructuring. Combined external and internal 

metrics correlated better than either individually, suggesting that such combina

tions should be considered in this study as well. This is done by incorporating 

both kinds of metrics into the metric set. 

The information flow metric is analogous to Henry and Kafura's information 

flow metric for sequential procedures [HK81, HS90]. Based on the connections 

between the procedure and its environment, this metric is the square of the product 

of the fan-in and fan-out of the task. Fan-in is the sum of the flows into the task 

and the number of global data structures read, while fan-out is the sum of out 

flows and global data structures written. An analogous TIG-based metric is: 

( 

T ) ln T 

cif == ~( in-edgesi . out-edgesi) 
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where in-edgesi is the sum of task entries and shared variables read in task 
i, and 
out-edgesi is the sum of entry calls and shared variables written by task i. 

There are two differences between Cif and the Henry and Kafura informa

tion flow metric. First, Cif is summed over all tasks, while Henry and Kafura's 

information flow metric is a separate value for each procedure. The aggregation 

provides a measure for the entire program. Second, the former is raised to the 

power ln T, while the information flow exponent is two based on weights used in 

Brook's law of programmer interaction and Belady's formula for system partition

ing. For Cif, I surmise that a more appropriate exponent is based on (a function 

of) T, because the information flow complexity of task interactions should increase 

directly with the number of tasks. From this standpoint, there is no limit on the 

connections between tasks, e.g., it is entirely possible to add one task that inter-

acts with all other tasks in the program. However, in practice, it is expected that 

task interactions will be more limited; this can be reflected in a weak function of 

T. Using ln as the weak function conveniently allows the metric to vary with the 

natural logarithm of both the sum of the in-edge, out-edge products and T, be-

cause (sum of products)ln T == eln(T) ln(sum of products)== Tln(sum of products). At this 

point, I have no strong basis for giving more weight to either the sum of products 

or T. This is a good example of an area for metric refinement based on experience 

accrued with real programs. 

As an example of the interpretation of Cif, a program structure based on a 

pure client-server architecture has a Cif value of 0. A task with no out-edges is a 

server, while a task with no in-edges is a client. 
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2.2.4 Graph Theoretic Metric 

A metric analogous to McCabe's complexity measure [McC76) is based on 

the cyclomatic number of a strongly connected (directed) graph, v( G) = E - N + 

P, where v( G) is the cyclomatic number, or number of independent elementary 

cycles in the graph, and E, N, and P are the number of graph edges, nodes, 

and connected components, respectively. For a program control flow graph, which 

is a directed acyclic graph (DAG), Sellers advocates the cyclomatic complexity 

formulation V( G) = E - N + P + 1 [Sel92]. The cyclomatic complexity V( G) 

of a DAG is one more than the cyclomatic number v( G) of a strongly connected 

graph because adding one edge to a DAG creates a strongly connected graph. For 

sequential programs, P is the number of modules1; for concurrent programs, P 

naturally represents the number of tasks, so: 

C9t = E - N + T + 1 

where E is the total number of edges in all of the program TIGs, 
N is the total number of nodes in all of the program TIGs, and 
T is the number of program tasks. 

This metric is easily evaluated and gives an indication of the number of predicates 

and selection alternatives that affect· concurrency-related control flow. This is 

analogous to McCabe's observation that the cyclomatic complexity of a program 

represented by a single strongly connected graph is 7r + 1, where 7r is the number of 

predicates in the program. C9t does not depend on overall program size, in terms 

of number of tasking features. Furthermore, it only depends on the features of 

tasks in isolation and is not sensitive to the program context of task interactions. 

1 Sellers showed that modularization of a program does not increase this V ( G), though, unde
sirably, it did in McCabe's V( G) formulation of E - N + 2P. 
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2.3 Metric Evaluation 

The metric evaluation is based on metric validity, defined here as the accuracy 

of the metric's assessment of analyzability expressed in terms of concurrency graph 

size. TIG-based metrics offer two advantages for rapidly and accurately assessing 

analyzability. First, they suppress nonessential details, in this case actions not 

related to concurrency. They are minimal in that any other metric could not better 

reflect concurrency-related characteristics given the suppression of all activity not 

related to concurrency. Second, TIGs can be mechanically generated from the 

program source code and automatically evaluated with the metrics. 

Weyuker developed a set of properties for evaluating syntactic software com

plexity measures [Wey88]. The properties are based on a program, consisting of 

a PROGRAM statement which defines all input variables, a program body, and 

an OUTPUT statement. A program body may include assignment, conditional, 

or iterative statements, or sequences of program bodies. For convenience in re

ferring to these nine properties, I summarize and attach a catchphrase to each as 

shown in Table 2.5. The properties are used to evaluate a metric for evaluating 

the complexity, denoted by IPI, of a program P. 

Damerla and Shatz evaluated their 1' metric against each of these criteria. 

They defined a program body to be a set of tasks that communicate (either directly 

or indirectly), and because distinct program bodies cannot interact, concluded that 

Properties 6 (context ,sensitivity) and 9 (component interaction sensitivity) were 

not applicable to their measures. However, this definition precluded meaningful 

interpretation of program body composition, which was explicit in the original def

inition. Instead, I adopt a program body definition suited to concurrent programs 
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Table 2.5: Concurrent Program Complexity Metric Evaluation Proper
ties: P, Q, and R refer to arbitrary program bodies and !Pl denotes the com
plexity of P (based on [Wey88]) 

property 
number catchphrase summary description 

1 inequality (3P)(3Q)(IPI # IQI) 
2 sufficiently fine (Vc)(c ~ 0)(3 a finite number of P)(IPI = c) 
3 sufficiently coarse (3P)(3Q)(P ¢ Q /\ IPI = IQI) 
4 implementation (3P)(3Q)(P = Q /\ IPI =I= IQI) 

dependency 
5 monotonicity (V P)(VQ)(IPI :::; IP; QI /\ IQI :::; IP; QI) 
6 context (3P)(3Q)(3R)(IPI = IQI /\ IP; RI =I= IQ; RI); 

sensitivity (3P)(3Q)(3R)(IPI = IQI /\ IR; Pl =I= IR; QI) 
7 statement order (3P)(3Q)( Q is a permutation of P /\ 

responsivity IPI =I= IQI) 
8 renaming (VP that are renamings of Q)(IPI = IQI) 

insensitivity 
9 component (3P)(3Q)(IPI + IQI < IP; QI) 

interaction 
sensitivity 

by augmenting the original definition of program body with task entry, entry call, 

and nondeterministic choice (select) statements. The evaluations of the metrics 

for concurrent systems are summarized in Table 2.6. YES and NO signify whether 

the metric does or does not, respectively, satisfy the indicated property. 

The evaluation with Pr( )perties 1 through 5 and 8 verifies that the met

rics meet the noted properti(·~ 1 uther than all not being sufficiently fine because 

non-concurrency-related activity is abstracted away), but does not distinguish the 

metrics. W, the TICG size estimator, and C9t, based on graph theoretic complex

ity, do not offer both context and component interaction sensitivity or statement 

order responsivity; this reflects the purely syntactic basis of these internal metrics. 

The nondeterminism metrics Cnd and C~d and the information flow metric Cit are 
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Table 2.6: Metric Evaluation Summary 

property 
number catchphrase w C.nd C.~d Cgt ci1 

1 inequality YES YES YES YES YES 
2 sufficiently fine NO NO NO NO NO 
3 sufficiently coarse YES YES YES YES YES 
4 implementation dependency YES YES YES YES YES 
5 monotonicity YES YES YES YES YES 
6 context sensitivity NO YES YES NO YES 
7a statement order responsivity, NO NO YES NO YES 

intertask 
7b statement order responsivity, NO NO NO NO NO 

intra task 
8 renaming insensitivity YES YES YES YES YES 
9 component interaction YES YES YES NO YES 

sensitivity 

external metrics, and are the only metrics that reflect both context and component 

interaction sensitivity and therefore consider synchronization and communication 

between tasks. cif reflects the external task structure in terms of the intertask 

ordering of task interaction statements. Property 7 discriminates between Cnd 

and C~d for intertask statement reordering only. None of the evaluated metrics are 

sensitive to intratask statement reordering. Separate rows in Table 2.6 show the 

different intertask and intratask evaluation results. 

More detailed examination of the evaluations follow. Most of the properties 

are existentially quantified, so that validation of these properties for a particular 

metric can be demonstrated by way of example. The results of the evaluation 

against the remaining properties relies on other tactics, as described below. In 

addition to providing rationale for the evaluation results, this discussion provides 

simple examples of program structures that are differentiated by the metrics. These 

are used in Chapter 3 as a basis for some restructuring rules. 



procedure Pl is 
begin 

null: 
end Pl: 

metric 
w 

Cnd 
c~d 
C9t 

ciJ 

procedure Ql is 

task Tl is 
entry El; 

end Tl; 

task T2 is 
entry El; 
entry E2; 

end T2; 

task body Tl is 
begin 

accept El; 
T2.E2; 

end Tl; 

task body T2 is 
begin 

loop select 
accept El; 

or 
accept E2; 

end select; end loop; 
end T2; 

begin 
Tl.El; 
T2.El; 

end Ql; 

I Pl I IQll 
0 11 
0 1 
0 1 
1 5 
0 1 

Figure 2.3: Inequality Property: (:3P)(:3Q)(IPI # IQI) 
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Property 1: Inequality To be of any value, a metric must not produce the 

same score for all programs. The scores for each of the metrics other than C9t are 

0, and for C9t is 1, for a null program such a program Pin Figure 2.3. A simple 
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program, Qin the same figure, has sufficiently complex structure that each of the 

metrics evaluate to different scores. Of note is that Cif is 0 for pure server and 

client tasks; therefore, a program must contain at least one task that has both an 

entry and an entry call in order for this metric to be nonzero. 

Property 2: Sufficiently Fine A sufficiently fine metric evaluates to any non

negative value for a finite number of programs. This property is not satisfied by 

any of the metrics because none consider structural features not related to concur

rency. Therefore, there is an unbounded number of programs that have the same 

complexity score for each of the metrics. This can be shown by inductive argu

ment: given any program P, a new program Qi can be constructed from P by the 

addition of a simple statement, without side effects, that assigns a constant value 

to a local variable. This addition has no effect on any of the metric scores, so that 

P and Qi score the same for each metric. Similarly, Q2 can be constructed from Qi 

by the addition of a simple statement that does not affect the concurrency-related 

control flow of the program. There is no bound to the number of programs Qi 

than can be created in this fashion. Each of these programs Qi, Q2 , ... , Qi scores 

that same as P for each of the metrics in the initial set. 

Property 3: Sufficiently C o;nse A sufficiently coarse metric evaluates to the 

same value for at least one pa1 r of distinct programs. An example of a pair of 

such programs is shown in Figure 2.4. All of the metrics in the initial set score 

both programs identically, though the programs differ in the order in which the 

calling tasks rendezvous with the called task. This further demonstrates that none 

of these metrics are responsive to intratask statement reordering. 
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procedure P3 is procedure Q3 is 

task Tl; task Tl; 

task T2 is task T2 is 
entry El; entry El; 
entry E2; entry E2: 

end T2; end T2; 

task body Tl is 10 task body Tl is 10 

begin begin 
T2.E2; T2.E2; 

end Tl; end Tl; 

task body T2 is task body T2 is 
begin begin 

accept El; accept E2; 
accept E2; accept El; 

end T2; end T2; 
20 20 

begin begin 
T2.El; T2.El; 

end P3; end Q3; 

metric IP31 IQ31 
w 7 7 
Cnd 0 0 
c~d 0 0 
C9t 1 1 
Cif 0 0 

Figure 2.4: Sufficiently Coarse Property: (3P)(3Q)(P t Q A !Pl == IQI) 

Property 4: Implementation Dependency An implementation-dependent 

metric reflects the syntactic structural complexity of a program: it reflects how 

a computation is performed, not what computation is performed. An example of 

an activity that may be performed in a variety of ways is barrier synchronization. 

An imaginary barrier prevents any task from progressing past it until all tasks 

have reached it; this is typically used to synchronize massively parallel processor 



procedure P4 is 

task Tl; 

task T2 is 
entry El; 

end T2; 

task body Tl is 
begin 

- - perform Us share of work 
- - then wait at barrier 
T2.El; 
- - past barrier 

end Tl; 

task body T2 is 
begin 

for i in 1 .. 2 loop 
accept El; 

end loop; 
-- barrier 

end T2; 

begin 
- - perform its share of work 
- - then wait at barrier 
T2.El; 
- - past barrier 

end P4; 

metric 
w 

Cnd 

c~d 
C9t 

ci1 

10 

20 

procedure Q4 is 

task Tl is 
entry El; 

end Tl; 

task T2 is 
entry El; 

end T2; 

task body Tl is 
begin 

- - perform Us share of work 
- - then wait for other task 
accept El; 
- - report progress to barrier 
T2.El; 
-- past barrier 

end Tl; 

task body T2 is 
begin 

accept El; 
-- barrier 

end T2; 

begin 
- - perform its share of work 
- - then wait for other task 

30 Tl.El; 
-- past barrier 

end Q4; 

IP41 IQ41 
5 7 
1 0 
1 0 
2 1 
0 1 
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Figure 2.5: Implementation Dependency: (3P)(3Q)(P = Q /\ IPI :j:. IQI) 

progress. Two implementations are shown in Figure 2.5. P has all tasks reporting 

to a single task, while Q removes all task entry nondeterminism by having the 
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tasks notify each other in sequence2 . All of the metrics in the initial set report 

different values for the two implementations. 

Property 5: Monotonicity Monotonicity is required for any consideration of 

compositionality: the addition of a component, i.e., a task, must not decrease the 

score of a metric. All of the metrics in the initial set meet this property because 

all take the sum, always nonnegative, of various structural features such as task 

entries, entry calls, in-edges, and out-edges with one exception, the - N term of 

C gt. However, that term is offset by the T term; the worst case is a task with only a 

single node and no edges. The net contribution to C9t is nonnegative: 0-1+1 = 0. 

Property 6: Context Sensitivity Context sensitivity ensures that a metric 

reflects a relationship between the ·syntactic elements of the program, rather than 

just reflecting their presence. Cnd, C~d' and Cif satisfy this property as shown 

in Figures 2.6 and 2. 7. In the first figure, the composition of program bodies P6 

and R6 does not affect the values of Cnd, C~d' and Cif· However, as shown in 

Figure 2. 7, when program body R6 is composed with Q6, then all of these metrics 

show an increase. W and C9t simply count structural features without regard to 

context, and therefore do not satisfy this property. 

Property 7: Statement Order Responsivity Statement order responsivity 

also ensures that a metric reflects a relationship between the syntactic elements 

of the program. Two notions of statement order are considered: intratask and 

intertask. The intratask relationship depends on concurrency-related control flow 

2This latter sequential approach does not scale up well beyond two worker tasks with the 
two-way synchronization of Ada. 



procedure P6 is 

task Tl; 

task T2 is 
entry El; 
entry E2; 

end T2; 

task body Tl is 
begin 

null; 
end Tl; 

task body T2 is 
begin 

select 
accept El; 

or 
accept E2; 

end select; 
end T2; 

begin 
null; 

end P6; 

10 

20 

metric IP61 
Cnd 0 

c~d 0 
ci1 0 

procedure PR6 is 

task Tl; 

task T2 is 
entry El; 
entry E2; 

end T2; 

task body Tl is 
begin 

null; 
T2.E2; 

end Tl; 

task body T2 is 
begin 

select 
accept El; 

or 
accept E2; 

end select; 
end T2; 

begin 
null; 

end PR6; 

IP6;R61 
0 
0 
0 

Figure 2.6: Context Sensitivity, First Example: (:IP)(:IQ)(:IR)(IPI 
IQI /\ IP; RI =I IQ; RI); (:IP)(:IQ)(:IR)(IPI == IQI /\ IR; Pl =1 IR; QI) 
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and is not reflected by any of the metrics. ( C9t indicates that quantity of structural 

features that affect concurrency-related control flow, but not any inherent feature of 

the control flow itself. Thus, it is not responsive to statement reordering). Intertask 

statement order responsivity is offered by C~d and Cif, Figure 2.8, showing that 



procedure Q6 is 

task Tl is 
entry El: 

end Tl; 

task T2 is 
entry El; 
entry E2; 

end T2; 

task body Tl is 
begin 

accept El; 
end Tl; 

task body T2 is 
begin 

select 
accept El; 

or 
accept E2; 

end select; 
end T2; 

begin 
Tl.El; 
T2.El; 

end Q6; 

10 

20 

metric IQ61 
Cnd 0 

c~d 0 
ci1 0 

procedure QR6 is 

task Tl is 
entry El; 

end Tl; 

task T2 is 
entry El; 
entry E2; 

end T2; 

task body Tl is 
begin 

accept El; 
T2.E2; 

end Tl; 

task body r2 is 
begin 

select 
accept El; 

or 
accept E2; 

end select; 
end T2; 

begin 
Tl.El; 
T2.El; 

end QR6; 

IQ6;R61 
1 
1 
1 

Figure 2.7: Context Sensitivity, Second Example: (3P)(3Q)(3R)(IPI 
IQI /\ IP; RI # IQ; RI); (3P)(3Q)(3R)(IPI == IQI /\ IR; Pl # IR; QI) 
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these metrics are sensitive to the distribution of concurrency-related structural 

features, and not just their presence, in a program. 
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procedure P7 is procedure Q7 is 

task Tl is task Tl is 
entry El; entry El; 

end Tl; end Tl; 

task T2 is task T2 is 
entry El; entry El; 
entry E2; entry E2; 

end T2; 10 end T2; 10 

task body Tl is task body Tl is 
begin begin 

accept El; accept El; 
T2.E2; T2.E2; 

end Tl; T2.El; 
end Tl; 

task body T2 is 
begin task body T2 is 

select 20 begin 20 

accept El; select 
or accept El; 

accept E2; or 
end select; accept E2; 

end T2; end select; 
end T2; 

begin 
Tl.El; begin 
T2.El; Tl.El; 

end P7; 30 end Q7; 30 

metric IP71 IQ71 
c~d 1 o 
ci1 1 2 

Figure 2.8: Statement Order Responsivity: (3P)(3Q)( Q is a permutation 
of P /\ # IQI) 

Unfortunately, the lack of sensitivity to intra task statement reordering turns 

out to be crucial. It highlights a serious deficiency of all of the metrics in the initial 

set with respect to the structural system features that they reflect. A glaring 

example results from a slight perturbation to the dining philosophers program, 
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introduced in Chapter 1. The state space size grows exponentially with problem 

size, in terms of the number of philosophers and forks. However, if each of the forks 

is modified by swapping the Up and Down task entries, then no fork will ever be 

picked up: the state space size would be one, regardless of problem size. None of the 

metrics reflect this perturbation because none are responsive to intratask statement 

reordering. This example, with programs of two vastly different state space sizes 

evaluating identically according to the metrics, indicates that the metrics in the 

initial set will not always be good predictors of state space size. 

TIG nodes and edges are sometimes duplicated in order to have at most one 

unique edge entering any TIG node. Therefore, Wand C9t actually do respond to 

statement reordering if that causes addition or deletion of repeated nodes and/ or 

edges. This is ignored here because it is only an artifact of the TIG mqdel, one 

which may be alleviated in the future if the single-entrance edge restriction is 

removed. 

Property 8: Renaming Insensitivity A renaming of a program can be defined 

as a semantically equivalent program with identifier names uniformly mapped to 

others, without interference with existing identifier names. The structure of a 

program does not depend on .-.-11d1 identifiers. Therefore, if a metric failed to meet 

this property, it would be resp11nsive to something other than structure. However, 

all widely accepted structural complexity metrics meet this property, including 

those in the initial metric set. 

Property 9: Component Interaction Sensitivity In addition to monotonic

ity, the component interaction sensitivity property must be met by any metric 
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procedure P9 is procedure PQ9 is 

task Tl is task Tl is 
entry El; entry El; 

end Tl; end Tl; 

task T2; task T2; 

task T3 is task T3 is 
entry El; 10 entry El; 10 

entry E2; entry E2; 
end T3; end T3; 

task body Tl is task body Tl is 
begin begin 

T3.El; T3.El; 
accept El; accept El; 

end Tl; T3.E2; -- program body Q9 
end Tl; 

task body T2 is 20 20 

begin task body T2 is 
T3.E2; begin 

end T2; T3.E2; 
end T2; 

task body T3 is 
begin task body T3 is 

loop select begin 
accept El; loop select 

or accept El; 
accept E2; 30 or 30 

end select; end loop; accept E2; 
end T3; end select; end loop; 

end T3; 
begin 

Tl.El; begin 
end P9; Tl.El; 

end PQ9; 

metric IP91 IQ91 IP91 + IQ91 IP9;Q91 
w 16 2 18 25 

Cnd 1 0 1 3 

c~d 1 0 1 7 
cif 1 0 1 3 

Figure 2.9: Component Interaction Sensitivity: (:lP)(:lQ)(IPI + IQI < IP; QI) 
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that is to reflect compositionality. As shown in Figure 2.9, all of the metrics in the 

initial set except C gt satisfy this property. Those metric scores for the program 

composed of tasks P9, Tl, T2, T3, and Q9 are greater than for tasks P9, Tl, 

T2, and T3 added to those for task Q9. This is due to the additional complexity 

caused by the interaction of the entry call in Q9 on the entry in T3. Cgt does 

not satisfy this property because of the constant 1 term; this is accumulated when 

adding scores of separate components but remains 1 when components are com-

posed. This reflects the syntactic nature of C9t: it does not have any mechanism 

for considering component interaction. 

Weyuker considers a stronger statement, using universal instead of existential 

quantification: 

(VP)(VQ)(IPI + IQI <== IP; QI) 

W does not meet this property, notably for program bodies P and Q each consisting 

of one task with a single task entry. There are two TIG nodes (and one TIG edge) 
2 

in each, so that, for W, IPI + IQI == 2t + 2t == 2J2, while IP; QI == (~) 2 == 2. Of 

course, C gt does not meet Property 9 so it does not satisfy this stronger version. 

The remaining metrics, Cnd, C~d, and Cif all meet this stronger property because 

program interactions can only cause an increase in their scores, and because they 

have no negative terms. 

2.4 Other Facets of Analyzability 

While concurrency state-space size is the primary program characteristic af-

fecting analyzability, other features can hinder analysis. In particular, the volume 
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of spurious error reports generated during analysis can overwhelm the analyst. 

Spurious error reports arise due to data folding, as variable values are not gener-

ally available at analysis time. It is assumed during analysis that variables can 

assume any legal values, and therefore that control can flow through any avail

able path. This conservative approach ensures that no potential anomalies will 

be missed, though spurious error reports along infeasible concurrency paths will 

be generated. This section considers a technique for recognizing the potential for 

generation of spurious error reports, and offers two approaches for reducing the 

volume of spurious error reports. 

Variables that can affect concurrency-related control flow can potentially 

cause generation of spurious error reports. These only occur if the control fl.ow 

which leads to an anomaly is precluded by the allowed values for a variable. For 

example, the program of Figure 2.10 generates this report of a potential anomaly, 

a violation of the temporal logic assertion on line 25: 

***Violation of: (always engage crew.done_writing) 
Synchronize spurious, crew.write 

(always engage crew.done_writing): 
Synchronize r1, crew.read 

Inspection of the source <'t 1de reveals that this sequence of events is not fea-

sible: after the rendezvous bet wi·en Spurious and CREW.Write, the guard on the 

Read entry closes it. This deduct ion requires knowledge of the value of the writers 

variable, information that is not available during static analysis. 

Unfortunately, determination of feasible paths is undecidable in general. (A 

worst-case example is for values that are input by the program at runtime. Static 

determination of the feasibility of the paths depending on such values is clearly 



procedure Spurious is 

task CREW is 
entry Read; 
entry Done_Reading; 
entry Write; 
entry Done_Writing; 

end CREW; 

task Rl; 
task R2; 

task body CREW is 
readers : natural range 0 .. 2 := O; 
writers : natural range 0 .. 1 := O; 

begin 
loop select 

when writers = 0 => accept Read; 
readers := readers+ 1; 

or 
when readers> 0 => accept Done_Reading; 
readers : = readers - 1; 

or 

or 

when readers= 0 and writers= 0 => accept Write; 
--:TLA always (engage CREW.Done_Writing) 

writers := writers + 1; 

when writers> 0 => accept Done_ Writing; 
writers := writers - 1; 

end select; end loop; 
end CREW; 

task body Rl is 
begin 

CREW.Read; 
CREW .Done_Reading; 

end Rl; 

task body R2 is 
begin 

CREW.Read; 
CREW .Done_Reading; 

--:TLA always (engage CREW.Done_Reading or engage CREW.Read) 
end R2; 

begin 
CREW.Write; 
CREW.Done_Writing; --:TLA always (engage CREW.Done_ Writing) 

end Spurious; 

Figure 2.10: Program that Generates Spurious Error Report 
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impossible.) Thus., evaluation of the program TIGs can only reveal the presence 

of variables that may cause a spurious error report to be generated, but not how 

many, if any. A metric that counts the number of such variables in a program is of 

some value, one that counts the number in each task is better for identifying tasks 

that have concurrency-related control flow paths that depend on variable values. 

The initial metric set contains a conditionals metric that reports both of these. Cgt 

includes the effects of such (deterministic) conditional choice. However, it includes 

as well the effects of control flow path branches due to (nondeterministic) select 

statement choice. Therefore, Cgt cannot be used to identify tasks with conditional 

variables that affect concurrency-related control flow. 

Once a source of potential spurious error reports is identified, what can be 

done to reduce the volume of such reports? Techniques based on combining sym

bolic execution and static analysis are most effective. Symbolic execution can be 

combined with static concurrency analysis to identify infeasible paths without in

curring the full cost of symbolic execution [YT88]. The combination is in both 

directions: static analysis can select paths for symbolic execution, and symbolic 

execution can prune infeasible paths from further exploration during static analy

sis. 

Unrolling is another form of symbolic execution in which a variable that 

affects control flow is replaced by explicit code structure [YTL +g2]. The resulting 

possible execution sequences emulate all of the sequences that could have resulted 

from any possible values for the variable. Some loops and conditionals can be 

unrolled automatically [YY91]. Clearly, this is only feasible for control variables 

with small value domains. 



procedure Spurious_Unrolled is 

task CREW is 
entry Read; 
entry Done_Reading; 
entry Write; 
entry Done_Writing; 

end CREW; 

task Rl; 
task R2; 

task body CREW is 
begin 

loop select 
accept Read; 
loop select 

accept Read; 
accept Done_Reading; 

or 
accept Done_Reading; 
exit; 

end select; end loop; 

- - readers = 0 and writers = 0 
- - readers = 1 

-- readers = 2 

or - - readers = 0 and writers = 1 
accept Write; --:TLA aLways {engage CREW.Done_ Writing) 
accept Done_Writing; 

end select; end loop; 
end CREW; 

task body Rl is 
begin 

CREW.Read; 
CREW.Done_Reading; 

end Rl; 

task body R2 is 
begin 

CREW.Read; 
CREW .Done_Reading; 

--:TLA always (engage CREW.Done_Reading or engage CREW.Read) 
end R2; 

begin 
CREW.Write; 
CREW.Done_Writing; --:TLA always (engage CREW.Done_Writing) 

end Spurious_Unrolled; 
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Figure 2.11: Unrolling Eliminates Spurious Error Report: comments corre
spond to variables in Figure 2.10 
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The CREW task of Figure 2.10 is unrolled in Figure 2.11. The guards that 

relied on values of (local) variables are replaced by nested select statement loops. 

The comments in the code show the correspondence between the nesting level and 

the variables in the original version of Figure 2.10. This unrolling eliminates the 

spurious error reports due to data folding. 

Instead of unrolling the input (source code) for static analysis, a related 

technique is to filter the output error reports. This entails automated discarding 

of error reports that are clearly spurious. One framework for a filter is a finite state 

machine; error report traces are compared against such a model and discarded if 

infeasible. Construction of a finite state machine model is equivalent to unrolling, 

so this offers no additional analysis capability, but it is sometimes more convenient. 

2.5 Metric Calculation 

A tool has been constructed for calculating the above metrics for any Ada 

program. It accepts as input a textual representation of the program TIGs; the 

Language Processing Toolset (LPT) developed by the University of Massachusetts 

Arcadia project team translates Ada programs to TIGs [Bar87, Sni92, Bha91, 

Bha92a, Bha92b]. The data flow through the applicable LPT components is shown 

in Figure 2.12. 

Ada program source in translated to the IRIS (Internal Representation In

cluding Semantics) presemantic internal form with ada_to_iris. sern converts to 

postsemantic form by resolving identifier references, including overloaded identi

fiers. The next two components, iris_to_cfg and cfg_to_tig create a control 



Ada program source 

1 
ada_to_iris 

presemantic IRIS ,1, 

sem 

postsemantic IRIS 
t 

iris_to_cfg 

control flow graphs 
'~ 

cfg_to_tig 

Tl Gs 
\~ 

tig_to_text 

l 
textual TIGs 

Figure 2.12: LPT Component Data Flow 
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flow graph and TIG, respectively, for each task in the program. Procedure and 

function calls are effectively inlined, because they do not appear in TIGs. The 

final step extracts the TIGs from an internal repository and converts them to a 

readable text form. 

The metric calculation tool is called the TIG Metric Evaluator, or TME. 

Availability information appears in Appendix A. TME parses the TIGs, computes 

and prints the metrics, and identifies biconnected components in the task graph. 
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Each subgraph of the task graph, or component not connected to any other in 

the task graph, is analyzed separately for biconnected components. The number 

of subgraph nodes is the number of tasks in the task graph component, and each 

edge represents a task synchronization activity. Example output from TME is 

shown in Figure 4.2. 

2.6 Summary 

The initial metric set for characterizing concurrent programs was developed in 

this chapter. This set includes four groups of structural metrics: one for estimating 

concurrency graph size, the second for quantifying nondeterminism, the third based 

on information flow, and the last based on graph theoretic cyclomatic complexity. 

Static evaluation of the metrics demonstrated their validity. Example program 

(fragments) show structural features that the metrics highlight. The following 

chapter shows the results of some metric calculations for some real systems. 



Chapter 3 

Restructuring for Analysis 

3.1 Introduction 

The goal of restructuring is to improve analyzability. This is primarily 

achieved through reduction in the size of the concurrency state space. To guide the 

restructuring of a particular system, a process has been developed to control the 

metric-based system evaluation and restructuring. In addition, development of a 

restructuring rulebase has begun, based on identification of the structural factors 

that affect concurrency state space size. 

3.2 The Reengineering-for-Analysis Process 

A process has been devel1 1ped to control application of the metrics to reengi

neering for analyzability. An auxiliary process guides the evolution of the two key 

components utilized by the reengineering-for-analysis process, the metric set and 

restructuring rulebase. The following discussion describes these processes in detail. 

53 
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A well-defined re engineering process directs the evaluation and restructuring 

of a concurrent program for analysis. The goal of using the process is to transform 

an arbitrary concurrent program into one that can be statically analyzed with the 

current technology. Existing concurrent program design methodologies do not, in 

general, address analyzability; therefore, typical programs are often amenable to 

improvement in this regard. 

First, a few definitions are reviewed: 

reengineering- is the examination and alteration of a system to reconstitute it in 

a new form, and subsequent implementation of the new form. It starts with 

reverse engineering and is followed by restructuring. 

reverse engineering- is the analysis of a system to identify its components and 

their interrelationships. It usually involves extraction of the program struc

ture from code and detailed design artifacts. Reverse engineering spans the 

implementation and design life-cycle phases. 

restructuring- is a transformation within design phase, a redesign. 

TIG (task interaction graph)- is a program structural representation containing 

only concurrency-related activities. A TIG node is block of sequential code, 

where block is in the same sense as in control flow graphs. A TIG edge 

synchronization or other concurrency-related event which connects two TIG 

nodes. 

The reengineering-for-analysis process interface includes these inputs and 

outputs: 

• inputs 
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- program (code and/or design) 

- specification 

- metric set 

- restructuring rule base 

e outputs 

- restructured program 

- feedback for metric set and restructuring rulebase evolution 

The program code, design, and specification are specific to each instantiation of 

the reengineering-for-analysis process. The metric set and restructuring rulebase 

are common to all executions, and as described below evolve as experience accrues 

with application of the process. 

The proposed reengineering approach starts with an evaluation of the tasking 

structure of the program. Then, a structural redesign transforms the program to 

another that is more readily analyzed. A followup evaluation indicates whether 

the improvement in analyzability is sufficient; the restructuring/ evaluation steps 

are repeated as necessary. 

The reengineering process data :flow is shown in Figure 3.1. Ovals represent 

process inputs and outputs, labeled arcs are internal data items, and rectangles 

signify process steps. The program is first translated to an internal (task in

teraction graph, or TIG) representation, described in Section 1.2. Conceptually, 

restructuring is performed on the TIGs, as shown in the figure, because they con

tain all (and only) the concurrency-related program semantics. In practice, it is 

much more convenient to manipulate design representations and program source 
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Figure 3.1: Reengineering-for-Analysis Process Data Flow 
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code. Translation to and from TIGs is mechanical, and therefore restructuring is 

typically performed on the more familiar representations. 

In addition to the concur r, ·nt program to be analyzed, inputs to the reengi-

neering and restructuring steµ~ 111clude an evaluation metric set and restructuring 

rules and guidelines. These are generated and refined as experience accrues with 

application of the reengineering for analysis process. The metric set development 

process, Figure 3.2, is the main focus of this dissertation. Each metric serves one 

or both of two purposes: evaluating the program analyzability and driving its re

structuring. The restructuring rules encode knowledge of analyzable concurrent 
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Initialize Initialize 

Figure 3.2: Development of Metric Set and Restructuring Rules 

program paradigms. The input programs may be either contrived examples or 

actual programs to be analyzed. The former are used for metric validation and 

calibration while the latter are used for metric refinement; the same process is used 

for these two purposes. 

Metric set refinement and adjustment will be loosely based on an analogy to 

perturbation theory. This is often used for approximating the solutions to differen

tial equations and approximation of integrals by way of formulas as opposed to, for 

example, closed-form solutions or approximations by numerical analysis [Mur91]. 

The formulas are used to calculate solutions to problems that are "close to" the 

original problem, followed by successive perturbation of the solvable formulas to

ward an acceptable approximation. 

An early application of perturbation theory arose in celestial mechanics. If a 

planetary orbit was calculated based on Newtonian physics and only considered the 

gravitational force due to the sun, it did not match observed orbit, although it may 
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have been close, because the other planets perturbed the orbit. This suggested first 

estimating the orbits of each of the planets, then iteratively refining the calculations 

until an acceptable approximation was reached. 

For the metric refinement purpose, the problem to be solved is quantification 

of particular structural program characteristics. Analogues to the solvable formu

las are metric set calculations for individual examples of each simple structure. 

Structural modifications to these simple examples represent the perturbations. 

Section 2.2.2 includes one case study. 

Metric set adjustment includes the addition or deletion of individual metrics 

in order to capture the effects of specific structural modifications. Metric set 

refinement utilizing the perturbation approach ensures that metrics respond to 

structural features, and furthermore that they respond in the proper direction. 

Interactions of several structural features, in terms of effects on the metrics, can 

be explored by comparing the combined effects of multiple modifications with their 

effects in isolation. 

3.3 Restructuring Rulebase 

The restructuring rulebase is a key component of the restructuring-for-anal

ysis process. It is the vehicle for codifying knowledge of structural features that 

affect analyzability and for capturing knowledge of static concurrency analysis 

techniques. The iterative evolution process described in Section 3.2 guides its 

development through two phases. In the first phase, the rulebase is seeded based 

of the metrics in the initial set. In the second phase, popular concurrent program 
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design paradigms are evaluated, and restructuring rules are developed that target 

analyzable programs. This component of the reengineering process will evolve with 

additional experience, just as the metric set will be refined and adjusted. 

3.3.1 Evaluation-based Rules 

The evaluation results of Section 2.3 provide the starting point for the rule-

base. The internal metric C9t does not satisfy Property 6, context sensitivity, or 

Property 9, component interaction sensitivity. The relative contribution to C9t of 

each task varies with the relative complexity of the tasks. Therefore, a rule for 

improving the analyzability of a program based on the greatest opportunity for 

reduction of internal task complexity is: 

When evaluating the internal structure of each task for redesign, proceed 
with tasks in decreasing order of contribution to C gt. 

The external metrics do satisfy these two properties, and therefore can be 

used to guide system restructuring. Furthermore, Property 7, statement order 

responsivity, distinguishes the external metrics, c~d and cif' that are sensitive 

to intertask statement reordering. These address two separate facets of system 

structural complexity, respectively, nondeterminism and information flow. They 

suggest two general restructuring rules: 

Reduce external complexity by reducing C~d through reduction in non
determinism. 

Reduce ·external complexity by reducing Cif through reduction in infor
mation flow, by way of simplifying task interactions. 

Two more specific rules related to Cif follow from its form: 



When evaluating the external structure of each task for redesign, proceed 
w'ith tasks in decreasing order of contribution to cif. 

Try to reduce the number of tasks. 
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On the other hand, it's not always advisable to remove tasks. In particular, 

judicious addition of tasks may bring algebraic structure to a reachability graph, 

permitting composition of component analysis results [YY91]. Metrics that satisfy 

Property 9, component interaction sensitivity (other than W, which is not used in 

guiding restructuring, but just in assessing analyzability), are particularly useful 

when deciding whether a program structure lends itself to compositional analysis, 

and when considering how to parcel the analysis. An extreme example program 

consists of components with no interaction. This is an ideal candidate for compo-

sitional analysis and has the highest payoff in terms of state-space reduction: the 

reachability graph of the entire program includes the cross product of all individual 

component actions, though there can be no concurrency anomalies. Metrics must 

satisfy Property 9 in order to identify groups of components that are, for evaluation 

purposes (or are close to, for guiding restructuring), connected components. 

3.3.2 Paradigm-based Rules 

Another source of rules is analysis of successful concurrent program de

sign paradigms. Two are considered here: client-server and thread-based design 

paradigms. 

The client-server paradigm is a notable example of an architecture that sup-

ports understandable programs from a task interaction perspective. This archi-

tecture constrains active components to either have all in-going interactions, e.g., 
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task entries, or out-going interactions, e.g., entry calls. This constraint leads to 

components that are easier to design and understand than those that may have 

an arbitrary combination of interactions. As noted in Section 2.2.3, a pure client

server program has a Cif score of 0. This suggests the rule: 

Reduce Cif by using client-server architecture. 

Throughout this research effort, no distinction has been made between differ

ent kinds of tasks, such as heavyweight processes and lightweight threads. As more 

support for lightweight, high performance threads is provided by operating system 

developers, their use by applications developers is expected to increase. While 

adding tasks generally hinders static concurrency analysis, the effect may not be 

detrimental if the tasks are hierarchically arranged. An example is the three-level 

task hierarchy provided by SunOS 5.1, which includes traditional heavyweight pro

cesses, lightweight processes, and threads [PKB+91]. The threads are created in 

user space, instead of kernel space, to provide, among other benefits, rapid context 

switching. The natural task hierarchy suggests a valuable design strategy based 

on minimizing the number of task interactions across the hierarchy boundaries. In 

addition to facilitating analysis, this should be compatible with other, traditional 

design goals. 

3.4 Summary 

The reengineering-for-analysis process provides a framework for guiding the 

application of the metric-driven evaluation and restructuring activities in order to 

improve analyzability. The metric set and restructuring rulebase evolution process 

provides direction for developing these key components. 
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It is expected that as more rules are added to the restructuring rulebase, 

there are likely to be some that apply only under specific conditions. Therefore, 

one expected modification to the rulebase will be the addition of a precondition 

field to restrict the conditions under which it can be applied. An alternative 

approach would be to express the rules in terms of productions. 



Chapter 4 

Experiments 

4.1 Introduction 

Experiments were conducted for two purposes: to demonstrate how the 

metric-based evaluation guides restructuring for analysis, and to test the pre

dictability of the concurrency state space size prediction metric (W in the initial 

metric set). The elevator and gas station experiments show how the metrics are 

used to evaluate the program structure and guide restructuring. The remaining 

experiments span the structural spectrum: from the contrived dining philosophers 

and resource server programs; through a contrived but nontrivial system, the re

mote temperature sensor; to t\vo actual systems, the Q interprocess communication 

system and the Chiron UIMS rn 11 time environment. 

The elevator program ha< l f )een developed starting from formal requirements, 

through Z and RTIL specificat iuns, and with assistance of a CASE design tool. 

However, it had not been specifically designed to be analyzed. The number of 

elevators was varied to explore the concurrency state-space size: the state space 

of the three-elevator version was too large to be analyzed with the CATS con

currency analysis tool suite [YTL +g2]. The gas station problem is a small but 
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familiar program that was developed as a vehicle for describing techniques for de

bugging concurrent programs. It is considered here because the metrics point to a 

worthwhile design change. 

This chapter concludes with the results of a systematic search for correlation 

between the metrics of Chapter 2 and state space size, based primarily on the 

experimental results. 

4.2 Elevator 

The elevator example is a simplified model of an elevator system (Zand RTIL 

specifications appeared in [RA092]). The controller includes a single Controller 

task and one Doorman task for each elevator. An elevator task provides a uni

form interface to the various elevators, which are each modeled by a task. Finally, 

a driver task simulates the arrivals of user requests and calls. A qualitative in

dication of the complexity of the tasking structure is given by Figure 4.1 using 

a simplified variation of Buhr diagrams. Rectangles depict packages, nested as 

drawn. Parallelograms represent tasks, with arrows from callers to entries. Dots 

beside arrowheads represent guarded entry calls. Shadowed parallelograms with 

dashed lines indicate optional multiple task type instances. 

My original goal was to construct and analyze the concurrency graph of a 

three-elevator example. However, TICG sizes (and build times1) for one- and two

elevator examples of 1933 (15 seconds) and 121,727 (6882 seconds), respectively, 

indicated that this was not attainable. Restructuring paid off, as shown by the 

1 The CPU times were obtained from the Unix time command (user+ system), on a 64 Mb 
Sun 4/670, not under controlled conditions though on a lightly loaded system. 
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Figure 4.1: Elevator Task Structure Diagram 
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metrics in Table 4.1: the three-elevator TICG had 67,415 states and took 752 CPU 

seconds to build. 

·Table 4.1: Metric Scores for Two Versions of Elevator Example 

1 elevator 2 elevators 3 elevators 
metric original restruci'ured original restructured original restructured 

TICG states 1933 463 121727 6268 - 67415 
w 2032 760 33215 3605 537824 16902 
cc 35 33 50 43 65 53 

' 16 16 25 21 34 26 
r' 32 9 298 54 2148 273 
Cnd 16 16 25 21 34 26 
c~d 29 9 242 56 1477 281 
Cgt 92 70 108 95 144 122 
Cif 1723 997 13824 3562 76349 10935 
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The component of Cif contributed by each task is shown in Figure 4.2. The 

"edges product" column shows the product of in-edges, or task entries, and out

edges, or entry calls, for each task (there are no shared variables in this example). 

While the Controller and Elevator tasks were clearly more complex than the oth

ers, the Doorman and Elevator_Sim_Task tasks were replicated for each elevator 

(signified by the _n task name suffix), and therefore contributed to both the base 

and exponent in the formula for calculating Cif. This strongly suggested trying to 

eliminate some of these tasks. 

Inspection of the task structure diagram and source code revealed that the 

Doorman tasks were not necessary. The primary purpose of the Doorman tasks 

was to permit the controller task to service other elevators while the doors of one 

elevator were held open for a minimum duration. Such tasks did not correspond 

directly to features of the problem. Design methodologies based on task decom

position, such as entity-life modeling [San89b], would not have produced designs 

with these tasks. Therefore, a restructuring was performed, with the open-door 

delay placed in the Elevator_Sim_Task modeling each elevator. The TICGs are 

considerably smaller, and the three-elevator example can now be analyzed. 

The Damerla and Shatz ~.' metric decreased considerably with restructuring, 

as shown in Table 4.1. This w:t-" primarily due to a reduction in /3', in turn due 

to removal of Doorman tasks with their select statements and calls on entries 

in select statements of the Elevator and Controller. C~d' with its origin in this 

metric, showed the same trend. Cgt dropped primarily because of the reduction in 

the number of TIG edges with the removal of the Doorman task and the associated 

connections in the Controller task. Cif decreased solely because the numbers of 

tasks decreased; the edge-product sum increased with restructuring. 



TIG metric evaluator, version 1.1 

TIG TIG task contribution in- out- edges 
nodes edges C_nd C_nd' C_gt edges edges product 

-------
35 79 6 80 46 5 12 60 

5 8 0 0 5 0 2 0 
11 11 2 0 2 1 4 4 
11 11 2 0 2 1 4 4 
7 8 0 0 3 0 3 0 

21 56 11 158 37 6 4 24 
9 17 2 2 10 3 1 3 
9 17 2 2 10 3 1 3 

-------
108 207 25 242 115 19 31 98 

121727 TICG states 
w = (108/8)-(8/2) 33215 

cc = 19 + 31 = 50 
alpha 
alpha' = 

21; gamma 4; beta = 
O; beta' = 298; gamma' = 

4 + 21 = 
0 + 298 

25 
= 298 

C_nd 12 + 13 25 
C_nd' = 16 + 226 = 242 
C_gt 207 - 108 + 8 + 1 108 
C_if = 98-ln(8) = 13824 

task graph components 

subgraph starting at node controller 
biconnected component: 

edge elevator, elevator_sim_task_2 
edge controller, elevator_sim_task_2 
edge delayexpire, elevator_sim_task_2 
edge delayexpire, elevator_sim_task_1 
edge controller, elevator_sim_task_1 
edge elevator, elevator_sim_task_1 
edge controller, doorman_2 
edge doorman_2, elevator 
edge controller, elevator 
edge doorman_1, elevator 
edge controller, doorman_1 

biconnected component: 
edge controller, elev_driver 
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conds task name 
---------

3 controller 
3 delayexpire 
0 doorman_! 
0 doorman_2 
2 elev_driver 
1 elevator 
1 elevator_sim_task_1 
1 elevator_sim_task_2 

11 (8 tasks) 

Figure 4.2: Elevator Task and Program Metrics: original design, two elevator 
configuration 
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4.3 Gas Station 

The gas station example was introduced by Helmbold and Luckham [HL84]. 

Though the TICGs are (for small, "standard" problem versions) small enough to 

be easily managed, analysis with the metric set pointed to an interesting potential 

design modification. 

Figure 4.3: Gas Station Task Structure Diagram 

Ada tasks model multiple gasoline pumps and customers and a single opera

tor, Figure 4.3. A customer prepays the operator who then activates the requested 

pump. After pumping, the customer is given change by the operator. 

The metric scores for the two customer, one pump configuration are shown 

in Table 4.2. Inspection of the original version scores revealed that reversing the 

direction of the Change entry call, from Operator-to-Customer to Customer-to

Operator, made Operator a server task (with no out-edges). In addition, the 
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Table 4.2: Metric Scores for Two Versions of Gas Station Example 

reversed Change 
metric original entry 

TICG states 118 117 
w 100 90 
cc 18 17 

I 5 6 
1' 6 7 
Cnd 5 6 

c~d 5 6 
Cgt 18 11 
ci1 51 21 

reversed entry call is a better model of the real problem: a customer issues a 

request for change to the operator, not the other way around. 2 

The TICG size dropped by 1 state out of 118 with this structural modifica-

tion. The Damerla and Shatz / and 1' metrics increased very slightly, as shown 

in Table 4.2. This was due to slight increases in a and a', respectively, because 

Customer callers could then queue up on the single Change entry in the Operator 

task3 . In the original configuration, only the single Operator task could call any 

Customer's Change entry. Similarly, Cnd and C~d increased. The metrics most 

sensitive to this restructuring were Cgti due to the reduced number of TIG edges 

in the Customer and Operator tasks, and Cif, due to the removal of all out-edges 

from the Operator task. It then behaved as a server task and did not contribute 

to cif. 

2 As noted by Helmbold and Luckham, deadlock freedom for the original version (Figure 4 
in [HL84]) requires a runtime scheduler with FIFO run queue and no preemptive timeslicing. 
Deadlock is possible for the case where a customer prepays and rushes to the pump, reaching 
it before a customer that had prepaid earlier. In the reversed Change entry version, there will 
not be deadlock in this situation; rather, the operator gives the second customer change based 
on the prepayment amount of the first customer. For both versions, a possible solution to this 
deficiency is to allow a pump to be used only by the customer that has prepayed on it. 

3 And potentially receive the wrong change, as noted above. 
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4.4 Dining Philosophers 

The dining philosophers problem, introduced in Chapter 1, is considered 

further because its structure is deceptively simple: the component tasks are small, 

yet the concurrency graph grows very rapidly with program size, i.e., number of 

philosophers and forks. 

The metric scores for the six-philosopher version of the dining philosophers 

problem are shown in Figure 4.4. The six-philosopher version was chosen for 

analysis because it is the largest that could be handled by the CATS tools, without 

any optimization, and because its twelve tasks constitute a "reasonably large" 

program: the concurrency graph has 76, 720 states and 332,928 edges and required 

244.2 seconds fo analyze for deadlock4• The scores for each task confirm that 

they are small, with a maximum of 9 TIG nodes and 9 TIG edges. Furthermore, 

each task is either a pure client (philosopher) or pure server (fork), so the Cif 

score for the entire program is zero. The C.nd metric score reflects the entry queue 

nondeterminism in the fork tasks: there are two callers on each of two entries 

in each of the six forks. The calls to each of these entries are spread across two 

philosophers, so the C~d score is the same as the Cnd score. The C9t score is 

simply one more than the number of tasks in the program, because each task has 

an equal number of TIG nodes and TIG edges. This reflects the lack of conditional 

structural constructs in the tasks; the control flow through them is straight line, 

with a single loop from the end back to the beginning of the task. The net result 

is that the Cnd and C~d metrics are the only indicators of any growth in the 

4This CPU time was obtained from the Unix time command (user+ system), on a 64 Mb Sun 
4/670. It was not obtained under controlled conditions, but on a lightly loaded system; minimal 
run-to-run variation was noted. 



TIG metric evaluator, version 

TIG TIG task contribution 
nodes edges C_nd C_nd' C_gt 

5 5 2 2 2 
5 5 2 2 2 
5 5 2 2 2 
5 5 2 2 2 
5 5 2 2 2 
5 5 2 2 2 
9 9 0 0 2 
9 9 0 0 2 
9 9 0 0 2 
9 9 0 0 2 
9 9 0 0 2 
9 9 0 0 2 

84 84 12 12 24 

76720 TICG states 
w = (84/12)~(12/2) = 117649 

cc = 12 + 24 = 36 
alpha 12; beta = O; gamma 
alpha' = 12; beta' = O; gamma' 

C_nd = 12 + 0 12 
C_nd' 12 + 0 = 12 
C_gt 84 84 + 12 + 1 13 
C_if o~ln(12) = 0 

task graph components 

subgraph starting at node f ork1 
biconnected component: 

edge fork1, phil6 
edge fork6, phil6 
edge fork6, phil5 
edge fork5, phil5 
edge fork5, phil4 
edge fork4, phil4 
edge fork4, phil3 
edge fork3, phi13 
edge fork3, phi12 
edge fork2, phi12 
edge fork2, phi11 
edge fork1, phil1 

1.1 

in- out- edges 
edges edges product conds task name 

------- ---------
2 0 0 0 fork1 
2 0 0 0 fork2 
2 0 0 0 fork3 
2 0 0 0 fork4 
2 0 0 0 fork5 
2 0 0 0 fork6 
0 4 0 0 phil1 
0 4 0 0 phil2 
0 4 0 0 phil3 
0 4 0 0 phil4 
0 4 0 0 phil5 
0 4 0 0 phil6 

-------
12 24 0 0 (12 tasks) 

12 + 0 = 12 
12 + 0 = 12 

Figure 4.4: Dining Philosophers Metric Scores 
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concurrency state space with program size. However, they do not grow rapidly, 

but only linearly with problem size, in the number of forks. 

4.5 Resource Server 

Much more rapid growth of C~d is shown by the simple resource server pro

gram. This consists of a singer server task that serializes access to a resource 

by any number of client tasks. A five-task (excluding the null main program), 

four-client example is shown in Figure 4.5. In addition to the dining philosophers, 

Wampler studied a series of examples similar to the resource server [Wam85]. The 

state space growth for the resource server was more rapid than that for the dining 

philosophers. 

The exact number of concurrency states for the type of resource server pro-

gram of Figure 4.5, as a function of the number of clients, C, is 

c C! 
2 ?= il(C- li±.U.)1 i=O 2. 2 • 

In more familiar terms, i represents the depth in the concurrency graph. The 

number of states as a function of i is represented by the series 1, C, f, f- ( C - 1), 

f (C~l)' f (C~l)(C-2), ... ; the sum above is the sum of these terms. This function 

is plotted in Figure 5.3 of Chapter 3. 

The C~d score for the resource server is higher than that for the dining philoso

phers. As noted by Wampler, the maximum entry queue length for the resource 

server can be much larger than that for the dining philosophers. The more rapid 

state space growth for the resource server, with problem size, compared to dining 



procedure Five_Server is 

task Server is 
entry Service; 

end Server; 

task Clientl; 
task Client2; 
task Client3; 
task Client4; 

task body Server is 
begin 

loop select 
accept Service; 

or 
terminate; 

end select; end loop; 
end Server; 

task body Clientl is 
begin 

loop 
Server .Service; 

end loop; 
end Clientl; 

task body Client2 is 
begin 

loop 
Server .Service; 

end loop; 
end Client2; 

task body Client3 is 
begin 

loop 
Server.Service; 

end loop; 
end Client3; 

task body Client4 is 
begin 

loop 
Server .Service; 

end loop; 
end Client4; 

begin 
null; 

end Five_Server; 

- - access resource here 

Figure 4.5: Five-Task Resource Server 
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philosophers, was also noted and attributed to the queue length. However, the 

closed form equation gives quantitative insight into this rapid growth. 

4.6 Remote Temperature Sensor 

The remote temperature sensor system monitors the temperature in an as

sembly of furnaces. The individual furnace temperature readings are multiplexed 

through a single digital thermometer. The remote temperature sensor controls 

these readings and interfaces with a host computer. This interface includes check

ing messages for format consistency and out-of-bound values, and sending acknowl

edgement accordingly. In addition, it includes message retransmission for those 

that are not acknowledged within a prescribed timeout period. Two formulations 

of the remote temperature sensor are investigated, one by Nielsen and Shumate 

[NS87], and a redesign by Sanden [San89a]. 

The metric scores for the Nielsen and Shumate version of the remote temper

ature sensor are shown in Figure 4.6, and the scores for Sanden's redesign appear 

in Figure 4. 7. The redesign employed the entity-life modeling design approach, the 

primary goal of which is to use tasks to model independent threads of real-world 

events. This limits the number of tasks produced during design, especially com

pared to traditional design methodologies such as Jackson Structured Design that 

model all real-world actions, independent or not, as processes and later map these 

to tasks [San89b]. 

The reduction in tasks through the redesign of the remote temperature sen

sor is apparent from Figures 4.6 and 4. 7. Based on the Ci1calculation, this is the 



TIG metric evaluator, version 1.1 

TIG TIG task contribution in- out- edges 
nodes edges C_nd c_nd' C_gt edges edges product conds 

7 7 0 0 2 
5 5 0 0 2 
5 5 0 0 2 
7 7 0 0 2 
5 5 0 0 2 
9 11 1 0 4 
7 7 0 0 2 
5 5 0 0 2 
5 5 0 0 2 

5 5 0 0 2 

7 8 0 0 3 

9 12 1 1 5 

5 5 0 0 2 

9 12 1 1 5 

90 99 3 2 37 

73347 TICG states 
w = (90/14)~(14/2) 

cc = 19 + 19 = 38 
alpha O; beta 
alpha' = O; beta' 

C_nd 0 + 3 = 3 
c_nd' 0 + 2 = 2 

453734 

3; gamma 
2; gamma' 

c_gt 99 - 90 + 14 + 1 24 
C_if 17~ln(14) = 1767 

task graph components 

0 
2 
2 

1 
1 
2 
2 
0 
0 
1 
1 
2 

4 

19 

0 + 3 3 
0 + 2 2 

3 

0 
0 

2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
0 

19 

subgraph starting at node analyze_host_input 
biconnected component: 

edge dt_handler, therm 
biconnected component: 

edge create_idp, dt_handler 
biconnected component: 

edge host_dp, rx_host_msg 
edge host_dp, tx_host_msg 
edge relay, rx_host_msg 
edge determine_host_output, relay 

0 

0 
0 
2 

4 
2 
0 
0 
1 
2 
4 
1 
0 

17 

edge analyze_host_input, manage_temperature_reading 
edge create_idp, manage_temperature_reading 
edge buffer_idps, create_idp 
edge buffer_idps, create_new_dp 
edge create_new_dp, determine_host_output 
edge determine_host_output, tx_host_msg 
edge analyze_host_input, tx_host_msg 
edge host_cp, tx_host_msg 
edge host_cp, rx_host_msg 
edge buffer_input_msgs, rx_host_msg 
edge analyze_host_input, buffer_input_msgs 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 

2 

75 

task name 

---------
analyze_host_input 
buffer_idps 
buffer_input_msgs 
create_idp 
create_new_dp 
determine_host_output 
dt_handler 
host_cp 
host_dp 
manage_temperature_reading 
relay 
rx_host_msg 
therm 
tx_host_msg 

(14 tasks) 

Figure 4.6: Remote Temperature Sensor Task and Program Metrics: 
Nielsen and Shumate design 



TIG metric evaluator, version 1.1 

TIG TIG task contribution in-
nodes edges C_nd C_nd' C_gt edges 

9 10 0 0 3 
9 11 1 0 4 

13 16 2 0 5 
5 5 0 0 2 

5 5 0 0 2 

11 16 1 1 7 
9 12 1 1 5 
5 5 0 0 2 

7 7 0 0 2 

73 87 5 2 32 

2089 TICG states 
w = (73/9)A(9/2) = 12327 

cc = 17 + 15 = 32 
alpha O; beta = 5; gamma = 0 + 
alpha' = O; beta' 2; gamma' = 0 + 

C_nd = 0 + 5 = 5 
C_nd' = 0 + 2 = 2 
C_gt = 87 - 73 + 9 + 1 24 
C_if 23Aln(9) = 982 

task graph components 

subgraph starting at node cp_input 
biconnected component: 

edge therm, thermometer 
biconnected component: 

edge furnace1, thermometer 
biconnected component: 

edge host_dp, input 
edge host_dp, output 
edge dp_output, output 
edge cp_input, output 
edge host_cp, output 
edge host_cp, input 
edge cp_input, input 
edge dp_output, input 
edge dp_output, furnace1 
edge cp_input, furnace1 

1 
3 
4 

0 
0 

2 
4 

1 
2 

17 

5 
2 

76 

out- edges 
edges product conds task name 

------- ---------
3 3 1 cp_input 
1 3 1 dp_output 
2 8 1 furnace1 
2 0 0 host_cp 
2 0 0 host_dp 
3 6 1 input 
0 0 0 output 
1 1 0 therm 
1 2 0 thermometer 

-------
15 23 4 (9 tasks) 

= 5 
= 2 

Figure 4. 7: Remote Temperature Sensor Task and Program Metrics: 
Sanden redesign 
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primary cause of reduction of the concurrency state space size for this system, 

though the individual task complexities increased slightly: the edges product in

creased from 17 to 23 even with the reduction in number of tasks from 14 to 9. The 

metric scores are for the redesigned version, are presented because that version is 

used in the summary, Figure 4.10. The line representing the redesigned remote 

temperature sensor shows the highest slope of all that are plotted in that figure, 

yet the metrics scores of Figure 4. 7 all appear to be relatively low. 

4.7 Q 2.2 

The Q 2.2 interprocess communication system supports data transfer and 

synchronization- between program components written in C and Ada [MHL092]. 

It is compatible with C threads packages and Ada tasking, and extends the remote 

procedure call model to additionally include asynchronous procedure invocation. 

Furthermore, it supports peer-to-peer architectures; the traditional remote pro

cedure call paradigm precludes symmetric architectures with programs acting as 

both clients and servers. With strict remote procedure call, if two separate clients 

simultaneously call each other (as servers), deadlock results (without a preemptive 

task scheduler). 

To support threads and tasks, the low-level interprocess communication 

mechanism relies on Berkeley sockets configured for asynchronous operation 

whereby a signal is sent to the process on receipt of data at the socket. For 

Ada programs, this signal can be tied to a task entry such that catching the signal 

is semantically equivalent to accepting an entry call. Then, a sequence of task 
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interactions guides retrieval of the data and invocation of the appropriate service 

routine. Of note is that all of the Q server tasks are quiescent until data arrives 

on the socket5 . 

A two client, single server configuration was analyzed for deadlock. The two 

client case is sufficient for this purpose because the server handles only one client at 

a time, with no state stored in the server and no interaction between clients. The 

simple clients are entirely sequential, and are therefore each represented by a single 

task. Because the goal of analyzing the 18 task program was met, reengineering 

was not necessary. 

The metric scores for the Q 2.2 program tasks are shown in Figure 4.8. The 

most peculiar score is that of W: it predicts a concurrency state space of over 141 

billion, yet the actual size is just under 144 thousand. The poor prediction is due 

to the relatively low level of nondeterminism in this program, for its size. Much 

of the concurrency-related event :flow through the program is from task-to-task 

in response to client requests. Thus, nondeterminism is not a prominent feature 

of this program. Compared to the resource server program, the Q 2.2 program 

represents (close to) the other extreme of structural complexity. 

5This is a slight oversimplification: a delay is always active. Upon expiration, it triggers 
check of the socket for available data. This periodic check reduces the likelihood of losing data 
if a signal is missed, and is ignored in the present analysis. 
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TIG metric evaluator, version 1.1 

TIG TIG task contribution in- out- edges 
nodes edges C_nd C_nd' C_gt edges edges product conds task name 

------- ---------
9 9 0 0 2 0 4 0 0 client1 
9 9 0 0 2 0 4 0 0 client2 

11 18 2 1 9 3 2 6 2 clnt1_controller 
23 27 4 4 6 8 3 24 0 clnt1_select_task 
9 10 0 0 3 2 2 4 0 clnt1_socket 

37 83 10 18 48 12 6 72 5 clnt1_svc_socket 
11 18 2 1 9 3 2 6 2 clnt2_controller 
23 27 4 4 6 8 3 24 0 clnt2_select_task 

9 10 0 0 3 2 2 4 0 clnt2_socket 
37 83 10 18 48 12 6 72 5 clnt2_svc_socket 

9 8 0 0 1 0 4 0 0 server 
15 28 4 5 15 5 2 10 2 svc_clnt1_socket 
15 28 4 5 15 5 2 10 2 svc_clnt2_socket 
35 37 0 0 4 7 10 70 1 svc_control 
11 18 12 38 9 3 2 6 2 svc_controller 
27 31 4 4 6 8 5 40 0 svc_select_task 

9 12 3 0 5 2 2 4 0 svc_socket 
13 12 0 0 1 3 3 9 0 svc_task 

-------
312 468 59 98 192 83 64 361 21 (18 tasks) 

143831 TICG states 
w = (312/18)~(18/2) 141233850716 

cc = 83 + 64 = 147 
alpha = O; beta = 59; gamma 0 + 59 = 59 
alpha' = O; beta' = 246; gamma' 0 + 246 = 246 

C_nd = 21 + 38 = 59 
C_nd' = 36 + 62 = 98 
C_gt = 468 - 312 + 18 + 1 = 175 
C_if = 361~ln(18) = 24668718 

Figure 4.8: Q 2.2 Metric Scores (continued on next page) 



task graph components 

subgraph starting at node client1 
biconnected component: 

edge svc_control, svc_task 
edge server, svc_task 
edge server, svc_control 

biconnected component: 

4.8 

edge svc_control, svc_socket 
edge svc_control, svc_select_task 
edge clnt2_svc_socket, svc_select_task 
edge clnt1_svc_socket, svc_select_task 
edge svc_controller, svc_select_task 
edge clnt2_svc_socket, svc_controller 
edge clnt1_svc_socket, svc_controller 
edge client1, clnt1_socket 
edge clnt1_socket, clnt1_svc_socket 
edge clnt1_svc_socket, svc_control 
edge clnt2_svc_socket, svc_control 
edge clnt2_socket, clnt2_svc_socket 
edge client2, clnt2_socket 
edge clnt2_select_task, svc_clnt2_socket 
edge clnt2_controller, svc_clnt2_socket 
edge clnt2_controller, clnt2_select_task 
edge client2, clnt2_select_task 
edge client2, svc_clnt2_socket 
edge svc_clnt2_socket, svc_socket 
edge svc_clnt1_socket, svc_socket 
edge clnt1_select_task, svc_clnt1_socket 
edge client1, svc_clnt1_socket 
edge clnt1_controller, svc_clnt1_socket 
edge clnt1_controller, clnt1_select_task 
edge client1, clnt1_select_task 

Q 2.2 Metric Scores, continued 

Chiron 
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The Chiron 1.2 user interface development system [KCTT91] represents a 

modern, moderate size system6 . It includes a reasonably complex task structure 

and was not "designed to be analyzed" (it is not a toy example). The imple

mentation includes two languages, Ada and c++. The user interface developer 

6Chiron comprises roughly 105 source lines of code, designed and implemented over a two 
year period with the equivalent of five individuals working at any one time. It is based on a 
concurrent control model with the user interface and application simultaneously active. 
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builds one or more artists for the application; a key feature is that the applica

tion is viewed via its abstract data types (ADTs ), with all access controlled by 

Chiron-provided dispatchers. Artists are notified of changes of state in the appli

cation, and may alter the views presented to user(s) as appropriate. Artists may 

also respond directly to events initiated by user(s) and inform the application of 

necessary changes through the dispatchers. 

The task and package structure is shown in Figure 4.9. While this figure 

highlights task interactions, the ADT is not a task and the dashed arrows leading 

to it are simply procedure calls. Not shown in Figure 4.9 is the capability for 

multiple ADTs, which involves multiple instantiations .of the Dispatcher package 

and interactions between dispatchers, the application, and artists. 

All ADT operations are performed by either the main application task, la

beled Start.App, or by artists in response to user requests (events). An artist has 

a separate task entry for each operation. Because there is no distinction between 

these various operations from a task interaction viewpoint, they are lumped to

gether as a single "artist actions" entry in the TIG model. Access to the ADT by 

Start.App and the artists is serialized by a concurrent read, exclusive write lock 

mechanism, implemented as the Control task in the Dispatcher_Controller pack

age. A two-level package interface to the Control task handles the rather intricate 

dispatcher details such as notifying all other artists of a change to an ADT by any 

one artist or the main task. 

Because the LPT was not operational when the Chiron analysis was per

formed, the task interaction graphs were constructed by hand. Even with the 

LPT, some manual intervention in the source code-to-TIG construction process 
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would be necessary. Chiron provides the artist writer with an extensible C++ 

hierarchy of graphical objects, termed the Abstract Depiction Language (ADL) 

hierarchy. While most of the code of interest in the concurrency analysis is Ada, 

calls from Ada tasks through the ADL hierarchy must be followed to determine all 

possible interactions. The several Ada task entry calls in the c++ hierarchy were 

readily identified because the interlanguage interfaces are explicit in the code. In 

addition, Unix signals would have to be modelled manually. The Unix signals are 

tied to task entries via representation clauses and therefore are modeled as task 

entry calls. 

Another form of analyst intervention is parceling, or partitioning into compo

nents that are amenable to analysis. Parceling removes interleavings of unrelated 

tasks and consequently is more effective with decreasing component int~raction 

(loose coupling). Chiron provides a good example of the applicability of this ap

proach: the design separates it into two operating system processes, the server and 

the client/ application. Therefore, a natural parcel boundary is along this split. 

The two "in-between" tasks shown in Figure 4.9 provide a higher level interface 

for handling the operating system signals and all interprocess communication. The 

relevant portions of these tasks were included in the analysis on both sides of the 

split. 

As shown in Table 4.3, t l\t' concurrency state graphs are of a very manage

able size. The single-artist client/ application module, with 12 tasks, is analyzed 

in less than half a minute. Adding a second artist greatly increases the TICG 

size, since each artist interacts nearly independently with the main Start_App, 

ResulLQueue_Monitor, Mapper, and Dispatcher. An analysis with two artists 

takes over 40 minutes of CPU time. 
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Table 4.3: Chiron 1.2 TICG Sizes and Construction/Deadlock-Check 
Times 

Component Tasks States Edges Time, 
sec. 

server 8 9,494 35,612 17.1 
client/ application, 12 8,055 36,003 19.2 

one artist 
client/ application, 13 110,674 547,846 2426.8 

two artists 

Roughly one-third of the execution time was spent building the TICGs and 

two-thirds checking for deadlock. This ratio varies with the particular TICGs an-

alyzed; the check of each concurrency state may at worst require time exponential 

in the number of edge groups per TIG node. In contrast to the dining philosophers 

problem, Chiron interfaces involve a mix of internal and external non-determinism 

which must be analyzed in the deadlock checking step. 

4.9 Summary 

A systematic search was performed for correlation of concurrency state space 

size to each of the metrics in the initial metric set of Chapter 2. The sample 

for analysis was gleaned from the "real" subject systems of this chapter and the 

dining philosophers and resource server examples. To avoid dependence between 

sample elements, only one from each of these systems and examples was chosen; 

the largest, in terms of concurrency state space size, was selected. The resulting 

sample has seven members: 

six dining philosophers, 

resource server with fifteen tasks, 
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Table 4.4: Metric Correlations with Concurrency State Space Size, n == 7 

correlation coefficient of correlation coefficient of 
metric (metric, size) pair (metric, ln(size)) pair 

TIG nodes -0.067 0.022 
TIG edges -0.183 -0.151 
conds 0.200 0.098 
tasks -0.020 0.227 
Cnd -0.124 -0.060 
c~d -0.121 0.014 
Cgt -0.314 -0.348 
ci1 -0.118 0.036 
w -0.118 0.036 

original gas station example with eight customers and one pump, 

redesigned elevator with three cars, 

remote temperature sensor with three furnaces, 

two-client Q system, and 

Chiron server. 

The linear correlation coefficient for each pair of a metric with both the 

concurrency state space size and its natural logarithm is shown in Table 4.4. (The 

scatter plots for the data from which these linear correlation coefficients were drawn 

appears in Appendix B.) Clearly, none of the metrics correlate well with either. 

Though the sample size is small, this sample includes a variety of real and contrived 

systems. The lack of correlation shown by these limited results casts strong doubt 

that a larger sample would reveal that any of these metrics correlate well with 

state space size. 

The highest correlation is between the number of tasks and the logarithm 

of the state space size. This is not unexpected, due to the known exponential 

dependence of state space size on the number of tasks. To explore this relationship 

further, the number of tasks was varied to see the effect on concurrency state space 
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size for several of the "real" systems of Chapter 4. The results are summarized in 

Figure 4 .10. 

One feature of note is that, for any given system, i.e., along any curve of 

Figure 4.10, the distance interval between points is roughly constant. This distance 

interval represents the smallest increment in program size, e.g., a single customer 

for the gas station example or a single client for the Q system. This provides a firm 

basis for predicting the state space size of a system, though it requires two sample 

points of concurrency state space size versus program size. Given this information, 

the concurrency state space size for larger program sizes can be predicted. 

The interval is not comparable between the Q system and any of the others 

because addition of a Q client adds six tasks to the system, while the program size 

increment for each of the other systems is a single task. For these other systems, 

the increment in concurrency state space size with the addition of the single task 

depends on other factors, as discussed in the following section. 





Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

This chapter includes some hypotheses on concurrency state space size and 

structure derived from the exploration of the metrics and their application to the 

various systems. It concludes with expected directions for future research. 

5.1 State Space Size and Structure 

To identify the structural factors that affect concurrency state space size, 

the discussion starts by considering the bounds on size. Several close-form equa

tions for these bounds, and for two intermediaries, reveal the factors that affect 

concurrency state space size. 

5.1.1 Size Bounds 

The upper bound on concurrency state space size can be deduced from the 

definition of a concurrency state, i.e., a tuple of the system task states. If the T 

tasks are independent, then the number of such states is clearly 
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procedure U pperBound is 

task Tis 
entry El; 

end T; 

task body T is 
begin 

loop 
accept El; 
accept El; 

end loop; 
end T; 

begin 
loop 

T.El; 
end loop; 

end UpperBound; 

89 

10 

Figure 5.1: Program with Upper-Bound Concurrency State Space Size 

where ni is the number of state nodes of task i. Unfortunately, this upper bound on 

concurrency state space size can be reached even if the tasks are not independent, if 

all possible task state combinations are feasible. An example is shown in Figure 5.1. 

Ignoring task initiation and with optimized rendezvous, represented by single TIG 

edges, the main UpperBound task has a single state node and the T task has 

two state nodes. The node product, two, is equal to the concurrency state space 

size of two. In both concurrency state space states, Upperbound is attempting to 

call entry T.El. These two states differ in that task T is waiting to rendezvous 

at one of the two distinct entries. Though this is a contrived example, it shows 

that all combinations of individual task states can be reachable, even if task state 

transitions are linked. 
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The lower bound on concurrency state space size is T + 1, where T is the 

number of tasks, assuming (trivially) simple tasks and optimized rendezvous, rep

resented by single TIG edges. The concurrency graph of the program in Figure 5.2 

is of size T + 1: for the four-task (excluding the main, null task) program there 

is an initial state node followed by a single node for each of the entry calls in the 

program. The calls can only be performed in sequence. Therefore, the concurrency 

graph is a "straight-line" graph, with depth equal to the number of nodes. 

Figure 5.3 shows these upper and lower bounds of state space size and their 

growth with number of tasks. To facilitate comparison, it assumes that all tasks 

have three task nodes. 

In addition, the relationship discovered by Wampler for the dining philoso-
T 

phers, f 2, and the resource server result, described in Chapters 2 and 4, re-

spectively, are plotted in the same figure (again based on three nodes per task). 

Combined with the results of Figure 4.10, it is clear that the slope of this curve is 

the only parameter of interest. 

5.1.2 Structure 

A concurrency graph can be viewed as simply a collection of nodes and edges. 

A concurrency graph state (node) represents a unique combination of the next 

concurrency-related activity to be performed by each task. An edge represents a 

concurrency-related event; furthermore, it can only represent one event and not 

multiple, independent events. It seems apparent that only a few program structural 

features affect the number of nodes and edges, and therefore size of the concurrency 

state space. These structural features primarily include: the number of tasks in 



procedure Lower_Bound_Four is 

task Tl is 
entry E; 

end Tl; 

task T2 is 
entry E; 

end T2; 

task T3 is 
entry E; 

end T3; 

task T4 is 
entry E; 

end T4; 

task body Tl is 
begin 

T2.E; 
accept E; 

end Tl; 

task body T2 is 
begin 

accept E; 
T3.E; 

end T2; 

task body T3 is 
begin 

accept E; 
T4.E; 

end T3; 

task body T4 is 
begin 

accept E; 
Tl.E; 

end T4; 

begin 
null; 

end Lower_Bound_Four; 
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Figure 5.2: Program with Lower-Bound Concurrency State Space Size 
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the program, the size of each of the tasks i.e., the number of TIG nodes, and the 

arrangement of these nodes, including the effects of nondeterminism. 

The size of individual tasks affects the depth of the concurrency graph. 

Consider a program consisting only of a pair of "straight-line" tasks, without any 

loops or conditionals that affect concurrency-related control flow. The concurrency 

graph for this program will he a straight line also; each state node will have a single 

out-edge (except for the terminal node, which will have no out-edges). If the tasks 

are made larger by simply adding more interactions, the number of concurrency 

states will increase. Because the concurrency graph has no loops, its depth must 

increase. 

The number of program tasks affects the depth of the concurrency graph for 

the same reason, that is, more (non-trivial) tasks mean more activity. Because 

a concurrency graph edge can only represent minimal activity, additional tasks 

lead to additional depth. They also lead to additional breadth, if the tasks are 

independent, in order to represent all interleavings of the events. 

Both entry queue nondeterminism and choice among select statement al

ternatives manifest themselves in terms of the fan-out of (the number of outgoing 

edges from) each concurrency graph state. This can be seen by considering a con

currency state in which one or more tasks are either waiting on select statement 

alternatives, more than one of which can be engaged by other tasks, or if more 

than one task can call any open entry. The availability of such choices due to 

nondeterminism means that there is more than one possible successor state, and 

therefore more than one edge out of the current state. 
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Thus, these three factors, number of tasks, task size, and arrangement of the 

TIG features, should be sufficient to predict concurrency state space size. However, 

it is not clear that analyzability is best evaluated in terms of concurrency state 

space size. 

Parceling Decreasing the size of the concurrency state space eases analysis for 

the program considered as a whole. However, it does not consider the benefits of 

parceling, or dividing the analysis such that smaller components are analyzed and 

the results combined. Unfortunately, decreasing the size of the state space may 

hinder analysis. 

A notable example arises in process algebra-based compositional analysis 

approaches [YY91]. In order to obey associativity, a reachability graph for a sub

system must maintain all potential interactions with other subsystems. Therefore, 

reducing the state space by simply excising interactions that do not appear to 

be useful may destroy the algebraic structure of a subsystem reachability graph, 

thereby precluding the composition of subsystem analysis results. 

It does not yet appear fe;isi ble to develop a scalar metric for characterizing 

the ability to parcel a partirn Ln program. Instead, the TME metric evaluator 

constructs a task graph model (.ft he program and finds and displays its biconnected 

components. A task graph is ;rn t1 ndirected graph with each node of a task graph 

representing a program task and each edge representing an interaction, such as 

rendezvous, between a task pair [Tay83]. Biconnected components of a graph 

are maximal connected subgraphs that have no articulation points; articulation 

points are nodes that when removed break the graph into two or more subgraphs. 

Parceling is left to the analyst, with the assistance of this information. 
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5.2 Future Directions 

The metric evaluation gives "rough" results, compared. to the precise results 

of static analysis. Worse, the metrics may be misleading, in contrast to the many 

static analysis techniques are conservative in that all potential errors are reported. 

However, the tradeoff for achieving this precision is the expense involved with, 

say, constructing and analyzing a very large reachability graph. Evaluation of the 

metrics for individual tasks is much cheaper than constructing the state space, if 

the latter is even feasible. 

Unfortunately, it is apparent from the empirical.investigation of Chapter 4 

that no metric in the initial metric set can accurately predict the state space size 

of an arbitrary program. However, the slope of the natural logarithm of the state 

space size versus the problem size, in terms of the number of system tasks, appears 

to be constant for any particular system. The significance of this slope is an area 

for further investigation. Another important avenue for further study is derivation 

of restructuring rules from evaluation of understandable design paradigms. This 

requires a strong empirical foundation. 

The key to metric-driven reengineering is the validity and the comprehensive

ness of the metrics. The proposed metric set is intented to be a firm starting point; 

metrics will be added and refined as experience accrues. The evolution process of 

Figure 3.2 provides a framework for guiding metric set development. 
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Two other important directions for further investigation involve expanding 

the definition of analyzability and augmenting concurrent program design method

ologies. Clearly, concurrency state space size is the most important facet of analyz

ability. Other potential components include the volume of spurious error reports 

generated due to state space folding and compositionality of analysis results on 

subsystems. 

Efficiently and effectively isolating groups of tasks that can be analyzed apart 

from the remainder of the program is necessary for analyzing large-scale programs. 

A first step has been taken in this direction by identifying subgraphs and bicon

nected components in the task graph with the metric evaluation tool. For the 

many programs that cannot be broken down so easily, a metric-driven approach 

may be well suited to identifying groups of tasks with minimum interaction with 

tasks in other groups. Integration with techniques and tools for visualizing tasking 

structure, and interactively exploring the analysis impacts of design decisions, may 

be an effective route. 

The focus to date has been on reengineering of existing programs. Therefore, 

the design (for improved analyzability) stage was incremental, starting from the 

existing design. Starting instead without a design leads to a natural extension 

of reengineering for analyzability. That is to apply the lessons learned about the 

effects of structure on analyzability prior to initial implementation. In particular, 

a long-term goal is to derive concurrent program design rules that assure analyz

ability. Ultimately, these could be incorporated into concurrent program· design 

methodologies to address analyzability earlier in the life cycle. 
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Appendix A 

TIG Metric Evaluator 

Perl programming is an *empirical* science. 
Larry Wall in <10226©jpl-devvax.JPL.NASA.GOV> 

The TIG Metric Evaluator (TME) calculates the metrics in the initial metric 

set for an Ada program, and identifies biconnected components in the task graph. 

TME is written in Perl, Practical Extraction and Report Language, an interpreted 

language for text processing developed by Larry Wall. The regular-expression 

pattern matching and associative arrays of Perl support straightforward reading of 

the TIGs and computing and printing of the metrics. Following that, biconnected 

components are identified using an 0( n + e) algorithm, where n and e are the 

number of nodes and edges in the task graph, respectively. Each subgraph, or 

component not connected to an.\' other in the task graph, is analyzed separately for 

biconnected components. Tlw 1111 mber of subgraph nodes is the number of tasks 

in the task graph component. ,u1d each edge represents a task synchronization 

activity. 

The latest version of TME is available for anonymous FTP from ics. uci. 

edu(128.195.1.1):pub/levine/tme and from ruffles.ics.uci.edu(128.200. 

39 .13): /rarf/trne. TME is executed from a command line with the textual TIG 
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files listed as parameters; executing TME without any parameters produces a 

usage message. 

TME requires two other software packages: Perl, and the TIG utilities 
and related components of the University of Massachusetts (UMass) Language 
Processing Toolset (LPT). Perl distributions are available for anonymous FTP 
from: 

ftp.netlabs.com(192.94.48.152), 

ftp.uu.net(192.48.96.9):languages/perl-4.0.35.tar.Z, and 

archive.cis.ohio-state.edu(128.146.8.52):pub/perl/4.0. 

The TIG utilities generate the TIG representations of Ada tasks. They are 
one component of the UMass LPT; other required components are: GENESIS, 

ADA_TOJRIS, SEM, IRIS_TO_CFG, CFG_TQ_TIG, and TIG_TQ_TEXT. For availabil
ity, contact: 

arcadia-software©cs.umass.edu 

or 

Dr. Lori A. Clarke 
Department of Computer Science 
University of Massachusetts 
Amherst, MA 01003 
clarke©cs.umass.edu 
413-545-1328 
413-545-1249 (FAX) 



Appendix B 

Scatter Plots 

This appendix. contains the scatter plots of the data from which the linear 

correlation coefficients of Table 4.4 of Section 4.9 were calculated. The scatter plots 

show, for each of the nine metrics studied, the distribution of the seven sample 

points of the metric scores versus concurrency graph sizes, in terms of number of 

states. Each sample point represents a different system. 

The regression line through the points is shown on each plot; the linear cor

relation coefficient is based on the sum-of-squares deviations of the data points 

relative to this line. Perfect correlation would be indicated by a linear correlation 

coefficient of 1, with all of the data points lying along the correlation line. A neg

ative correlation indicates an inverse relationship between the two variables (and 

reflects the slope of the regression line): as one increases in value, the other de

creases. Linear correlation coefficients approaching 0 indicate weaker relationships, 

i.e., larger deviations of the data from the correlation line. 

In addition to a plot for each metric versus concurrency graph size, there is a 

plot versus the natural logarithm of the concurrency graph size. This is provided 

because the correlation coefficients apply to linear relationships; an exponential 

relationship is expected for some of the metrics. 
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Figure 8.5: Conds Scatter Plot 
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Figure 8.7: Tasks scatter Plot 
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Figure B.15: Cif Scatter Plot 
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Figure B.17: W Scatter Plot 
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